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Eugenia Hernandez ‘21
Staff Writer
On March 1, the Mock Trial
team faced off against other high
schools within the Temecula district
in a Mock Trial competition. Due
to current coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) restrictions, the usual
Mock Trial competition was held
online over Zoom, where the team
went on to defeat their opponents
and win second place overall.
During the competition, teams
are placed within a real courtroom
to compete against each other in
front of a judge, and a group of real
attorneys who they must present their
cases to. Competitions usually take
teams about two hours to finish and
each school is allowed four rounds of
competition, and two teams, defense
and prosecution. Each team is scored,
on a scale of one to ten, based on how
well they present different parts of
their case. Each member of a team
receives a score which will then be
added up and the school that receives
the highest total score wins. After the
fourth round, an award ceremony
begins in which the Elite Eight
are announced. “The Elite Eight
schools are the top eight schools in

Riverside County who then move
onto other rounds. . .Chap[arral
High School] has gone to the [Eight]
Eight before but not for a long time.
. .[We’re] doing really good this
year,” Captain of Mock Trial Senior
Ivana Ron remarked. After the eight

every team starts preparing for
competitions in September with a
ninety-page packet of documents
containing information on a real-life
case. From September to February,
the team focused on preparation.
It began with hour long meetings

Credit: Ivana Ron

Mock Trial prepared for several months in order to receive second place in the district.

are announced, they go onto the
final rounds of the competition until
the winner is finally announced.
Before facing the competition
in court, the Mock Trial team had
to prepare and practice for several
months. This can be very difficult
and time consuming, but the team
persevered. Ron explained that

where teams discussed the contents
of the case packet. Once the packet
was thoroughly discussed, the
team moved onto tryouts for roles.
Members had the opportunity to
present a statement for the role of
attorney, or witness. The members
received aid from coaches and
practicing attorneys throughout this

process by providing feedback for the
members’ improvement. The team
spent valuable time learning how to
talk, dress, and act like a real attorney
in a court of law. “It’s supposed to
be like a real-life trial, so when we
do it, it’s with a real judge. . .The
people who give us scores are real
attorneys,’’ Ron explained. Many
members joined Mock Trial wanting
to further pursue law as a career
path, with this in mind the club gives
these students an opportunity to learn
certain skills that would not only be
useful as a future attorney but could
be applied in various other fields.
“There [are] a lot of people who
are interested in going into law. . .I
know that’s why I initially joined,”
Ron elaborated. They focus on how
to present an objection, as well as
opening and closing statements but
the biggest point they must focus on
is public speaking, which is one of the
most important aspects of the club.
After nearly a year of dealing
with the COVID-19 restrictions,
the team is finally able to compete
again and their hard work is
clearly paying off. Thanks to the
members hard work, teamwork,
and perseverance, they were able to
accomplish so much this year, even
while being unable to meet in person.

ASB Plans School Events for Reopening Campus
Alexa Neal ‘22
Editor-in-Chief
A question that many
students are searching for
the answer to is what can
they expect for school events
once the campus is reopened.
While there are no promises,
the Associated Student Body
(ASB) has been working
diligently in order to provide
students
with
multiple
opportunities to participate in
exciting school events, while
keeping them safe under the
recommended
protocols.
The most immediate
event taking place is the
highly-anticipated
Senior
Parking Spots. This event
allows seniors to personalize
the parking spot that they
will be utilizing when they
come to school. Taking place
on April 10, there will be two
sessions for students to attend,
each one corresponding
with one’s assigned cohort.
Those in cohort A will be in
the morning session from
8AM to 11AM, and those in
cohort B will participate in
the afternoon from 12PM to
3PM. As for the students who
remain virtual, Mrs. Kristy
Baron, Activities Director,
has been given permission
to allow them to use any
leftover spots in either of the
sessions. “I don’t want them
[students who are virtual] left
out of an experience,” she
explained, “because, again,
I know parking spots are

for kids that are supposed to
be coming and parking but
some of our seniors don’t
have a choice, they have to
stay home.” Baron further
explained that the event will
be run on a first come, first
serve basis, meaning that
students will have to pick
from a few spots provided
to them. In order to maintain
a safe environment, a face
covering will be required,
social distancing will be
enforced, and students must
remain in the zone where
their spot is. The Google
form sent out yesterday opens
today, and seniors must fill it
out if they wish to participate
in the event, and the cost
for the event will be $10.
Many of the school
events that will be hosted
during the remainder of the
semester are going to be
geared towards seniors in
order to provide them with a
memorable final year of high
school. Some event ideas that
are being explored, but have
not yet been approved to take
place, include drive-ins and
a virtual Walk of Gratitude.
Having drive-in events has
been a new idea presented
as they incorporate both
socializing with peers and
maintaining safety during a
pandemic. Baron is using this
concept in order to present
seniors with an opportunity
for their last dance in high
school. She stated that
students would be able to
do rotations throughout

the venue and take formal
pictures with their friends,
and that “there are ways
that you can set up car stalls
where that’s your zone for
dancing if you want to get
out of your car and dance, but
you’d have to stay in your
social distance zone with
your approved car of people.”

as well as spirit days and a
Homecoming spirit week.
Baron mentioned that once
case numbers start to go
down even more and things
begin to reopen, ASB will
have more opportunities
to invite students who are
learning virtually on campus
to participate in events

last football game in April.
The future of school
events is uncertain, and it
is hard to predict what next
school year’s experiences
will be like. However, as
Baron explained, “We’re
going to plan our calendar,
we’re going to assume these
are the dates that we’re going
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ASB students are excited to return to campus and have been planning many in-person school events.

As for the Walk of Gratitude,
the event would offer seniors
the ability to join Zoom
calls with their elementary
school teachers and give
their thanks and appreciation.
Despite the separation
between virtual and hybrid
students, ASB will still be
presenting opportunities that
will continue to allow the
school to feel connected.
These such events will
include contests available
to those on and off-campus,

with the entire school.
She said that with all of
their ideas for events, they
are striving to “keep you
[students] in the parameters
of safety guidelines that they
[authorities] want, but again,
still bring things [events]
to you.” Another exciting
opportunity that all grade
levels can look forward to
is the ability to run for the
Homecoming Court. Those
elected to the royal court
would be presented at the

to be doing things, and we’re
definitely just going to pivot
based off [sic] whatever
the regulations are.” It is
important to note that every
event is contingent based on
district approval, and that the
county has to be in the red tier
or better in order to hold these
events. Whatever the future
brings, ASB has been putting
in all of their effort in order
to ensure that students are
able to take part in enjoyable
social events in the future.
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PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE

Principal Tina Miller
Dear Pumas,

ROTC Perseveres Despite Retrictions

Michael Tan ‘21
Video Manager

As the coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19)
restrictions begin to decrease,
co-curricular programs on
campus have been given
permission
to
resume
practice prior to the rest of
the student body returning
to campus. Recently, the
school’s
Naval
Junior
Reserve Officer Training
Corps (NJROTC) started
to prepare their drill teams
for future competitions,
while simultaneously giving
back to the community.

This has been a year of changes and challenges.
Even though we are not together in person this year,
each of you continue to persevere and demonstrate
PRIDE in the online learning environment. I look
forward to seeing students and staff back on campus
together again. Our anticipated return date to Hybrid Cohort Learning is April 5th. The return back to
school is not exactly a return to our true normal school
experience. Our return will include cohorts and other
safety protocols.
Please take time during Spring Break to rest. I am
so excited to see students back on campus when we
return.

semester due to COVID-19
restrictions, they managed
to improvise and continued
to host events while staying
safe. Unit Commander
Senior Shaye Phung stated,
“In this setting, it really
challenged us to give back
to
individuals
through
donation drives. We did
a donation drive back in
September for homeless
female veterans and raised
up to $800 worth of gear.”
Alongside running donation
drives, the NJROTC unit
runs weekly environmental
purification efforts at the
local Temecula Veterans
Park with their cadets.

Go Pumas!
Sincerely,
Credit: @NJROTC_Chaparral

Mrs. Miller

NJROTC cadets had participated in a park cleanup at Veterans Park.

Despite the fact that
the unit was unable to meet
as a whole for the first

Students have also been
given other opportunities to
participate and interact with

other cadets in the program
through virtual game nights
being hosted on Zoom.
Phung continued, “For the
cadets, our main goal is to
try to stay connected. . .We
have our younger cadets put
[virtual game night] together
because it’s something
they’re
passionate
and
interested [in], and it gives
them an opportunity to
lead something in this type
of setting, but it also lets
them engage in something
they genuinely enjoy.” In
a program like NJROTC
where students participate
in team competitions, a
sense of unity in the group
is very important, but it can
be difficult to feel connected
in a virtual format. While
the new students who
are a part of the program
may have not have had
the experience many have
during their first year, they
were able to get a taste of
camaraderie and core values
that NJROTC has to offer.
To ensure that students
are staying safe during
practices, there have been
several safeguards put in
place that are specific to the
units drill teams. Armed Drill
Team member Dalton Hoang
explained, “Something that
we were able to do before
that we can’t do now during
COVID is basic moves like
rifle exchanging. Whereas
[armed drill], we toss it to
each other and catch it; we
can’t do that anymore.”

There are other strict
protocols set in place. The
unit is required to disinfect
rifles, maintain six feet
apart from each other, check
temperatures, and participate
in health questionnaires.
Regardless
of
the
restrictions, the NJROTC
unit was still able to
participate in a virtual event
called Brain Brawl, which
is an academic competition
in which students are tested
on various topics, such as
science, general knowledge
on ROTC, rankings, and pop
culture. Sophomore Kendall
Hong stated, “You have to
know your knowledge [at]
lightning speed. It was very
competitive, and a lot of
mental thinking. We also
had to buzz in very quickly.”
There were sixteen other
high schools that competed
from the area, including
Moon Valley, Paloma Valley,
and Martin Luther King High
School, and others. Overall,
the school placed in the top
ten, landing in sixth place.
As more events become
widely available within the
area and restrictions begin to
ease within the community,
the cadets within the
NJROTC
program
are
elated to return back onto
campus to resume cohort
learning. As the restrictions
will hopefully continue to
decrease, the cadets wish
to have more competitions
and opportunities to work
together on a daily basis.

Pham Takes on Key Club Role WiSTEM: Empowering Girls
Eugenia Hernandez ‘21
Staff Writer
Junior Leyna Pham was recently
announced the Lieutenant Governor of
the 37 North Division for Key Club. As
Lieutenant Governor, Pham will be working
with Key Clubs apart from the campus’ with
members from thirteen other schools such
as Temecula Valley, Murrieta Mesa and
Great Oak. This role aids in the success and
expansion of individual clubs within a certain

Credit: Leyna Pham

Pham (bottom) after being appointed to her position.

division. It is a position that will be serving
as a bridge between the district and clubs.
Since she was first introduced to Key
Club, Pham knew it was something she wanted
to be a part of and dedicate her time to. After
witnessing the members’ enthusiasm during
Club Rush as a freshman, she decided to join.
“I really found a safe environment that eased
me into my high school experience. It’s where
I found my bestest [sic] friends, where I came
to self-express myself, and where people
really made me feel welcome,” Pham stated.

The environment gave Pham a place to grow
as a person and became one of the things that
motivated her the most throughout the years.
She stated, “From being the mute freshman in
the corner of Key Club meetings to yelling lyrics
at our karaoke night, Key Club transformed
me.” Being appointed as the new lieutenant
governor, Pham will be doing her best to give
back to the very club that gave so much to her.
By having an important role in the club that
welcomed her with open arms, Pham wishes to
continue to provide a safe space for those of
different backgrounds to feel included. “Key
Club is not only a club to gain more service
hours, but people need to recognize there is a
community out there to have fun [with] while
doing service,” she explained. She hopes to
work on raising the numbers of participants at
service events, and desires to raise a total of
5,000 service hours within her division, which
is something that has never been done before.
Pham believes that being lieutenant governor
means to “lead with understanding” and has
made it a personal goal for herself to become
a friendly face for each and every member
and officer of the key clubs in her division.
Taking on the role of lieutenant governor
comes with multiple responsibilities and duties
to fulfill. “It is a difficult task to take control of
multiple schools since there are thirteen in our
region, but I am determined to direct all of them
in the right direction, no matter how strongstanding they are,” Pham elaborated. She will
work with the key clubs at thirteen other schools
by aiding in training and hosting monthly events
along with several other tasks. The task might
seem daunting for one single person to take on
but Pham has already started planning for each
individual school and is up to the challenge.
Pham’s motivations and determination are
more than enough to aid her in fulfilling her
duties as well as achieving her goals for Key Club
this year. “Key club has changed me from being
a loner to a leader, I owe everything to this club,
taking on this position I wish to give back the
same support that it gave me,” Pham expressed.

Skylyn Roman ‘24
Staff Writer
With it currently being
Women’s History Month,
people from all around the
world have come to recognize
the
many
contributions
from women to society.
Although the field of science,
technology, engineering and
math (STEM) continues to
be a male-dominated field,
women in STEM are working
to increase the percentage of
females working in these fields
and to create an environment
of equality in STEM. On
campus, the Women in STEM
(WiSTEM) Club is working
to bridge the gap between
academic fields and social
justice. Their mission is to
empower high school girls to
be a part of the movement to
increase female representation
in the science and math fields.
The WiSTEM Club’s
members
meet
every
Thursday at lunch via Zoom.
The club was established this
school year by Sophomore
Leah Marie Baluyot and was
the first WiSTEM Club to
be established in Riverside
County. Baluyot stated, “We
aim to empower and inspire
girls by connecting them with
a variety of opportunities
such as our mentorship
program, community service
events, guest panels, and
research projects.” The club
is important, as it not only
gives the opportunity for

girls to express an interest
in STEM, but to also talk to
other girls who are interested
in similar subjects. It so far
has helped women have
more
representation
in
fields that were otherwise
deemed as fields only
men are interested in.
This school year, the
club was able to accomplish
many things, like contributing
to several different scientific
research
projects.
They
were able to classify real
mitochondria
in
cells,
which can help contribute to
cancer research. They also
classified terrain on Mars and
wildlife of different species
in types of land. Baluyot
explained the program is
“an ongoing community
service opportunity hosted
by the WiSTEM club for its
members to research a topic or
career that they are interested
in.” Afterwards, the girls share
what they learned to other girls
and discuss the presentations.
Because of the coronavirus

disease 2019 (COVID-19)
pandemic they were able to
find many virtual activities
that they would have never
considered prior to the shift
to distanced learning. Baluyot
stated, “We have utilized
social media a ton to promote
Women in STEM events,
resources, opportunities and
more.” Due to the online
platform, they were able to
connect with many other
similar organizations as well.
Students interested in
STEM are encouraged to
join the club. The club uses
their Instagram account,
@chswistem, as a way to
advertise their many events
and for students to contact
them with any questions.
Many students will find
that joining the club can be
beneficial to them in many
ways, because the club has a
wide variety of opportunities
for girls to stand together
with other women and help
build confidence in the
fields of STEM for females.

Credit: Leah Baluyot

Members of WiSTEM gather to encourage other girls to join STEM.
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Special Ed During Pandemic Benefits to AP Capstone Class
Skylyn Roman ‘24
Staff Writer
This school year, there have been
many accommodations made to support
students through distance learning. Many
classes have had to endure changes to keep
them running smoothly during this change,
so teaching special education students has
certainly changed since last school year.
Students who are in special education
classes may need more help navigating the
virtual campus, all while many teachers are
also still adjusting to the virtual campus.
Many students were accustomed to a
hands-on learning style, so the transition
to virtual learning was tricky. Special
education specialist Mrs. Cynthia Salazar
stated, “YouTube and TeachersPayTeachers
became our new friend when we explored
our new instructional strategies while keeping
our students interested.” Using interactive
worksheets and the learning website Edpuzzle,
teachers are able to engage with students while
teaching from a distance. There has also been
more multi-tasking from the teachers. Teachers
can keep students on track and document with
what they may or may not be able to do. Though
it may be difficult, technology allows many
teachers to assist the students with the many
applications available and resources online.
Not only do special education teachers
teach academics, but they also provide

instruction for community, domestic, and
vocational skills. Salazar explained, “We
usually teach those lessons hands-on but we
are unable to do that at the moment. We are
doing more instruction and will ask parents if
they have had an opportunity or experienced
any of what we have been working on, such
as measuring, making a bed, doing chores
that could support a job someday.” Teachers
continue to look forward to being together with
their students to provide these lessons hands-on,
however, it is unclear after the return of students
how long it will take before students will be
able to experience these hands-on lessons.
Besides the changes in special education
classes, there have been changes in the clubs
for special education. The IMPACT unified
Peer Buddies is a club on campus that hosts
events and opportunities for special education
students. The students who run events that help
students integrate with typical school activities
have also made some changes, such as having to
organize and meet weekly to plan hangouts for
students. This year, they have virtual hangouts
planned to help bring everyone together in an
accepting way. The events that will be held are
still being decided on and could change based
on the guidelines provided by the district.
While nothing is set in stone, many
teachers are hoping to return back to school.
Despite the many changes, teachers are
doing their best to make the school year feel
normal as well as keep students engaged until
they can safely return to in-person learning.

Emily Schwank ‘21
Copy Editor
While
there
are
over
fifteen
Advanced
Placement
(AP)
classes
offered on campus, both AP
Research and AP Seminar
provide unique educational
experiences
unmatched
by any other course. The
courses, which make up
the AP Capstone pathway,
help students to grow their
public speaking and critical
thinking skills. Additionally,
both classes require students
to write extensive research
papers, allowing them to
learn important writing skills
aside from those learned
in a regular English class.
In order to begin the AP
Capstone pathway, students
must first take AP Seminar
when they are juniors, where
they are tasked with writing
multiple research reports on a
topic of their choosing. They
first work in a group, usually
of four, and each member of
the group writes a research
paper on a specific area of the

Inside the Life of an Aspiring Model
Emily Pham ‘21
School News Editor

especially during this difficult time
due to the global pandemic. In the
modeling industry, some agents
believe being tall is very important,
and some companies will refuse
to hire models if they are under a
certain height. This can put many
models at a disadvantage even though
they cannot change their height. To
improve, she knew she had to keep
challenging herself, and with that in
mind, she continues her career by
safely going out every weekend to
take different photos at a variety of
locations in town. With all her hard
work, skills, and dedication, Fuentes
has
been
able
to

successfully
continue
her
modeling endeavors throughout
her
high
school
years.
To enhance her posing skills and
With a flourishing career ahead
abilities even more, Fuentes started
of her, ambitious Freshman Savannah
her very own social media platforms
Fuentes is currently anticipating what
in the beginning of this year, including
the near future holds for her while
Instagram, YouTube, and Visual
she continues to fuel her enthusiasm
Supply Company (VSCO), to share
towards modeling for runways and
daily fashion and lifestyle inspirations
photoshoots. Her thriving passion for
with others. Her Instagram account,
modeling has allowed her to begin
@savannahfuentess, was created
her career by modeling for the Model
years ago as a page dedicated to her
Experience and Iconic West agencies.
many fashion inspirations. With these
On top of this incredible feat, she
platforms, she also has the opportunity
also has to balance her talent with
to sponsor multiple brands as well as
piling schoolwork, but Fuentes is
helping others build an aesthetic feed.
determined not to let anything stop
Fuentes added, “On these platforms,
her from pursuing what she loves.
I like showing my everyday life
Fuentes was first inspired by her
and giving other people ideas and
sister to start modeling at the young age
inspirations. I personally dress up and
of twelve, who was a model when she
then take a picture in that outfit as well
was younger. With that, she decided
as tag the brand that I am wearing.”
to pursue this career, mainly because
Although she is not yet involved in
she believed that many models should
clubs on campus related to modeling
start at a very young age. She first
and fashion, due to her first year at this
started her modeling career when she
school being completely online, she
was contacted and accepted by the
continues to showcase her inspirations
Model Experience, an organization
and share modeling tips to others
for young girls from ages five to
in any way she can. As of right
twenty-nine who wish to pursue their
now, she has plans on majoring
desires and passion for modeling by
either in education or nursing
developing the confidence to perform
at a four-year university with this
as best they can. Ever since, Fuentes
career on the side after finishing up
has been involved in the growing
her goals throughout high school.
modeling business, which has also
Fuentes has the desire to take
given her the opportunity to show
on her modeling career even further
her interest in fashion in different
and has high hopes that she will
ways. Fuentes stated, “After this
partake in a number of fashion
opportunity [of partaking] in a twoshows and photoshoots one day.
weekend process with the Model
As a model, she continues to share
Experience [and] Iconic Quests,
her goals and inspirations through
one of the designers reached out
social media to promote her skills
to me again to do another show
and capabilities. If anyone is
that would help raise [awareness]
interested in pursuing a modeling
against bullying. . .This has [also]
or social media influencer career
impacted me in a way where I
in the future, Fuentes recommends
would like to keep improving
not letting anything stop them,
and continue to thrive through
despite the fact that times may be
this career.” With that being said,
challenging, as one can do anything
Fuentes has also faced multiple
they can put their mind to. This is
challenges from dealing with the
only the beginning of Fuentes’ career,
varying height requirements
and she continues to use all of her
for specific runways to finding
Credit: Savannah Fuentes abilities to accomplish her goals of
new locations to shoot content, Savannah Fuentes is already succeeding at her career. becoming a professional model.

broad topic the group chose.
The group then consolidates
and presents their findings in
front of a panel of teachers,
who will score them. Later
in the year, students repeat
the process individually on
a topic of their choosing.
Senior Ricky Shishodia, who
already took AP Seminar
and is currently enrolled in
AP Research, explained,
“The actual exams aren’t
that difficult. The hard part
is preparing the essays and
presentations during the actual
school year, then the final
exam gets super easy because
you already know what you’re
doing.” Additionally, AP
Seminar counts as credit for
an English course, so students
can take it in place of English
11 or an AP English class.
After completing AP
Seminar, students can go on
to take AP Research during
their senior year. The course
requires students to, once
again, pick a topic they are
interested in and focus on
it for nearly the entirety of
the school year. However,
students in AP Research

collect their own data and
draw conclusions on their own
rather than study academic
texts. “The class is all around
really interesting,” Shishodia
commented. “Our teachers
give us so much freedom so
we can really study anything
we want.” Most of the work
is individual and there are few
limits on what the students can
do, as long as they are willing
to put in the work. Unlike
AP Seminar, AP Research
does not include an exam in
May. The AP Exam score is
determined by the scores of
the student’s presentation
and
research
paper.
While
completing
both courses and passing
both exams, students are
also required to complete
and pass four additional AP
Exams in order to qualify for
the AP Capstone Diploma.
This certification can be
considered an award on a
resume or college application.
Additionally, the AP Capstone
program provides students
with an education not found in
any other courses, and benefits
their long term college careers.

NAMES IN THE NEWS
Portraits by Studio 94

Credit: Dianne Cox

Chelsea Ross ‘23

President of BSU and painted a mural for Black History
Month with two other TVUSD studnets

Tianna
Cox ‘21

Luke
Trinh ‘21

January
Student of the
Month

February
Student of the
Month

Jordan
Burr ‘21

Taylor
Garner ‘22

March
Student of the
Month

TVUSD
Reflections Winner
Literature

Jasmine
Gibson ‘22

Julia
Neal ‘24

TVUSD
Reflections Winner
Visual Arts

TVUSD
Reflections Winner
Film Production
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The SAT is Not as Fair as it is Made Out to Be
Siena Soffer ‘21
Editor in-Chief

The ideas expressed in the Editorials
section do not reflect the views of The
Platinum Press as a staff, but rather
those of the journalist who wrote them.
If readers desire to respond to an
editorial, The Platinum Press values
all opinions and welcomes letters to
the editor. Just as The Platinum Press
respects each individual’s right to a
differing opinion, we ask the same of
our readers. Each journalist is well
within their rights to express their
opinion on any given topic, no matter
how controversial that topic may be.
This is the intent of an editorial, not
only to provide journalists with a
medium to express an opinion, but to
allow the editorial to be a catalyst for
further discussion of a given topic.

All letters must be signed and
submitted to Mr. Leonhardi in
Room 413 or left in his mailbox.
They will also be accepted via
email: rleonhardi@tvusd.us

The Platinum
Press Staﬀ
Editors-in-Chief:
Alexa Neal
Siena Soffer

As a school, students have all
come to know the test that looms
above college applicants—the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT).
Teachers endlessly discuss it, and
counselors encourage students
to test their knowledge at every
opportunity. As not all students
have access to materials that will
help them prepare, is it not strange
that the word ‘standardized’
is included in this overused
acronym? Even more astonishing
is that it took a global pandemic
to slow the use of this test, for
many more problems lie within.
This educational money machine
should face demolition—and soon.
The SAT is designed as another
mechanism to keep the poor away
from higher education. Students of
more affluence (which is, in most
cases, a result of their parents’ work
and not their own) have access to
tutors, test prep books, and internet
videos. These students likely do not
need to work to support their family
in any way, and have more time
to study for this big exam. Sure,
there are fee waivers on this costly
test, but that is where the expense
relief ends. The SAT prep industry
has parents pouring thousands of
dollars into making sure that their
child scores well, which is a form of

support that many students cannot income students that this test should and think critically before passing
receive. The SAT is obviously not no longer be considered fair. The judgement on another’s SAT score.
the only requirement for college SAT was originally intended as a
As we are living in a much
admissions, but when highschools form of ‘intelligence test’. Although different time than we were a year
and universities alike place a high by modern standards it is far from ago, most colleges and universities
stake on this exam, students may measuring any form of intelligence have stopped requiring the SAT
feel as though their entire future and rather the memorization of roughly until 2022, when the
hinges on a sixty-five dollar test. math and writing skills, teachers Collegeboard projects that the
There are many hidden and student circles never fail to pandemic may fully end and
disadvantages
that
present treat it as such. The lack of a level testing safety will return. Hopefully
themselves at the most inconvenient playing field to begin with will in this period of isolation,
times. Students who struggle with bar the SAT from ever becoming students can come to realize
anxiety—especially around tests, a truly standardized test. Schools that this test must be discarded
students who fail to get diagnosed and parents as a collective should permanently for the wellbeing
with learning disabilities that are change their mindset about this test of students all over the country.
not very obvious
on
the
surface
simply
because
their family cannot
afford healthcare,
and many other
problems
that
lack
proper
discussion
can
hinder a student’s
testing experience.
Rescheduling the
test
should
an
emergency
arise
(or other similar
circumstances) is
not in the cards for
many families, as
this costs twentyeight dollars and is
not covered by the
fee waiver. So many
credit: studyinternational.com
barriers
present
themselves to lower What happens outside of the SAT testing room completely undermines all efforts of standardization.

Queer History Should Not be Hidden Anymore
Megan Irwin ‘21
Staff Writer

Textbooks lie and
history classes are overly
biased. Both are supposed
School Principal:
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to be filled with the treasure
Tina Miller
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of knowledge about the
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past, so society can learn
Nicole Gonzalez
Golding
its past and grow from
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that, but how can one be
expected to grow if there
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Carrero
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in a social studies class?
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discussing
religion,
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showing the difference
between Protestantism and
A&E/Lifestyles
Video Manager:
Editor:
Catholicism, (to which
Michael Tan
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arguably there is little
Social Media Manager: difference) and showcase
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countless wars in great
Mason Dearie
Nicole Gonzalez
depth, but there is an
overarching disparity when
Journalists:
covering queer history.
With around five percent of
Athena Ebuen
Emma Horwood
the United States population
Joshua Flack
Megan Irwin
being a part of the
Jackson Gamero
Skylyn Roman
LGBTQ+ community, there
Dallin Grey
Julian Stanfield
should be more accurate
Eugenia Hernandez
Claressa Zepeda
representation in textbooks,
but many schools fail to do
Freelance Writers:
so. No one should be told
Joshua Enriquez
Isabel Popiela
they do not have a history.
Amanda Gromko
Alexis DeLeon
While society has
come a long way in the
Christian Navarro
recognition
of
queer
indivuals in history as
well as the fight for
chsplatinumpress.com
rights, there needs to be a
more expansive, in-depth
addition of queer history,
The Platinum Press
as it is not just adding
names to a textbook; it
is the study of family,
@ChaparralPress
community,
citizenship,
and human rights, queer
history is learning tolerance
@ThePlatinumPress
for all, and that when it
comes down to it, everyone

is human in their own
way. The separation and
lack of queer history in
the classroom alienates
students belonging to the
LGBTQ+ community. The
clear underreprsentaion is a
stark contrast to the vibrant
queer community that has
been formed in the last
decade and that continues
to grow. With the inclusion
of the queer community
more than ever before in the
professional field, society
needs to start at the base,
at an individuals education
from a young age. Due
to this lack of teaching,
students will likely never
know the name of Albert
Cashier, a Irish transgender
hero of the civil war, or the
name of Ma Rainey, a black
queer icon. These names

are ones to be celebrated in
history rather than forgotten.
The inclusion of queer
history needs to not just
be grouped together with
the civil rights movement.
The sad reality is that
schools spend more time
teaching the civil war in
history classes than both the
civil rights movement and
queer history combined.
Queer history, and pioneers
for the queer community,
should not be ignored.
There should be time where
students learn about all the
people who fought for rights
for the queer community;
students should demand
to be taught an almost
forgotten past. The queer
community has been taking
long strides toward equality,
and the education systems

should match the diversity
found in society today.
While a queer history
lesson is needed, its place in
most insitituions and public
schools is one of the most
fiercely contested issues
by those too ignorant to
understand human decency.
Many oppose teaching
students about queer history
in fear of turning their child
queer, which is far from
something a history lesson
can do. If we were so
afraid of learning the truth
in regards to history, that
same fear should be held to
learning the often disgusting
truth of religion and war. If
we want to hide a version
of history it should not be
one of fighting for rights,
it should be the bloodshed
of unnecessary war that

seems to be the central
focus of every history class.
The rampant disapproval
of important queer history
is blatantly wrong and
indirectly enforces the idea
that such history is not as
vital as the explanation
of unnecessary violence.
There needs to be
change, and there needs
to be queer representation
in the education system
to spread the notion that
everyone has history no
matter their sexuality. Queer
people make up a portion of
the fabric of society, and it
is vital to not ignore their
past battles and history.
Queer history points out
the inconcious ways in
which progress narratives
arc seep into word views,
which is why it is needed.

Credit: americamagazine.org: Credit: Seattle Municipal Archives

Queer people did not appear out of nowhere this century. They have a long, vibrant history from ancient texts to modern day media.
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Centrism: Politics with Reason Centrism Defies Progressivity
Sophie Hall-Schorn ‘22
Copy Editor

of centrists for not “crossing over” to their side.
Centrism is incredibly useful because it
supports the idea of garnering enough evidence
in order to make a stance. Centrism does not
When looking up “centrism” into the Google mean constantly staying in the middle, or
search bar, one will most likely see article after constantly staying neutral, like Switzerland
article of negative views expressed that are held during multiple world wars. Instead it means
towards centrism, many authors or journalists being open to all sides of a political argument,
claiming heartily that they are not centrists, and not characterizing either side by their
and that it is a privileged stance to hold. A sad extremists. It is a stance that takes a cold, bare
attempt to tarnish the name of centrism, to be look at the facts in a situation, and then, as a
sure, but why is this happening? One, centrism consequence of enough evidence, a stance is
is reasonable, and therefore defies many political formulated. As politics become further polarized
outlooks today. Two, it opposes the idea that one in the U.S., it is now of the utmost importance
must take a strict side and stick to it or one is to remain more centrist and be available to
complicit in the corrupt activities of politicians or listen to all viewpoints of political discourse.
Another popular argument against centrism
other such tragic events inflicted by institutions.
Both of these claims are false, and by going is that it is a stance held only by privileged, weak
people. It is fair to say that
no one likes to be called
privileged or weak, and
many media outlets know
this. By making an enemy
of centrists, this argument
aims to encourage centrists
through harsh vernacular
to just “pick a side”. Many
media outlets do this in
order to encourage more
people to cross over to
their political side, thereby
furthering whatever political
agenda they may possess.
Centrists, however, need to
remain strong. Centrism is
Credit: Ren Raider
dangerous in the political
Centrism is more favorable as taking political sides causes extreme behavior. climate today: it promotes an
more in depth on the falsities spread about idea rejected by many extreme right wing or left
centrism, a case will be made for its positives, wing outlets. Of all things, it promotes reason.
proving the point that centrism is not a belief Shocking, right? Well, one would think so with
held only by privileged, weak people who the multiple smear pieces done in order to tarnish
refuse to take a side, but is, instead, a necessary the true meaning of centrism. While jokes about
default political mindset that leads to garnering being a weak-minded centrist can be funny at
a strong, supported stance on multiple issues. times, it must not be taken in as the truth. Centrism
One of the most humorous arguments against is powerful, and the ability to not stray too far to
centrism is that centrists are bumbling idiots who one side is a show of strength against far leaning
feel the need to come up with a compromise for and extreme political discussion in the modern
everything, and that they hold no real stance or age. Taking the time to evaluate all arguments
outlook. This is completely false. The definition and evidence does not equate to being weak. It
of centrism, to paraphrase, is a political ideology e quates to being level-headed and refusing to
that aims to seek points from all political support too extreme of a solution or consequence.
Everybody should take a note from those
standpoints, and thus avoid skewing too far to
the left or right. To put it in simple terms, it is who remain moderate in the political spectrum;
a moderate ideology. Contrary to popular belief, they have managed to avoid the ever-desirable
centrism is not defined as “always seeking a extreme sides posed today in the modern political
compromise”. Instead, it is the idea that one must climate. Let us all take the time to research and
remain open and moderate to all ideologies, and formulate. This is not fifth grade dodgeball;
at all costs avoid becoming too extreme. Seems there’s no need to pick one side. The truth is, there
reasonable, right? Not for the political climate is a lot more to discover about all political views,
of today, in which all sides unite at making fun and as a populace, we could sure use that unity.

Chloe Vande Kamp ‘21
Editorials Editor
From the perspective of a progressive,
centrism has got to be one of the most
irritable and troubling political stances
as of late. The way centrists portray their
own political stances is often hypocritical
and unproductive, leading the entire
ideology to be quite frankly, dismissible.
First, it should be established that there is
a clear difference between, say, a leftist who
is critical of leftist policies and politicians,
and a “centrist” who claims their political
stances shift from one side to another.
Centrism is not the solution to echo-chambers
and lack of critical thinking. Advocating
for criticism of politicians regardless of
party affiliation does not have to come with
the toxic and ineffective centrist mindset.
Despite what centrists would like
others to believe, there is a difference
between the left and right, politically. The
dependency on Fishhook Theory in centrist
circles is surprisingly popular and equally as
laughable. One clear example of this was the
comparison of worker protests in Indonesia
to the violent insurrection on the US Capitol.
One group of people is fighting for the rights
of workers against new employment laws, and
another group attempted to halt a democratic
election because of a displeasure with voting
results. Despite the clear difference, centrists
took the neo-liberal approach, condemning
all violence regardless of the intent, and
labeling the two events as the exact same.
Yes, there are problems with leftists
and leftist politics. However, a political
ideology that actively fights for equality
and the rights of the working class is not in

the slightest comparable to a religiouslyrooted political ideology that actively fights
against representation and socialist policies.
There is what centrism claims to be,
and what it actually is. Centrism claims to
be the political ideology of intellectuals and
reason. Centrism claims the idea that all sides
of an argument must be considered, and that
no extreme can possibly be right. Not only
is this notion rooted deep in the privilege
of neutrality, but it takes the path of the
“high horse” when really it is only a way
to avoid heartfelt and meaningful politics.
There is nothing to celebrate about this
neutrality, particularly if the middle ground
is between the American left and right.
The hardest pill to swallow may be that
centrists are only conservatives seeking to
avoid the backlash of their anti-progressive
views. If you look at the political spectrum,
you will see the left, the right, and centrists
in the “middle”. Zoom out, and you will
find that the box containing American
politics is on the right of the spectrum as a
whole. Because of this, many argue that
even liberalism does not go far left enough,
especially compared to other countries like
modern Germany or Norway. What does
this say about centrist politics? The fact is,
very rarely are conservative views labeled as
“extreme” by centrists, compared to leftist
ideology. One look at the No Labels party
policy, and it is not hard to decipher centrism
as a guise for more consumable conservatism.
Seeing two sides of an argument is not
exclusive to centrists. Centrism pretends to be
the end-all-be-all of intellectual discussion,
but in truth is as politically illiterate as
it gets. Centrism is nothing more than a
way for its affiliates to devoid themselves
of responsibility for their opinions.

Credit: Matt Lubchansky
Blaming both sides for common arguments lacks the critical thinking needed to solve those problems.

Student Mental Health is Being Ignored Now More than Ever
Mason Dearie ‘23
Social Media Manager
School is such a big part of
one’s life through adolescence that,
when taken away, can have drastic
consequences. For example, during
the coronavirus stay at home order,
students were not allowed to go
school, which, for the most part,
cut them off from social interaction.
The isolation caused by the most
recent global pandemic has taken
its toll on students around the
world and action needs to be taken.
It did not take long for the
pandemic to start damaging students’
health. The suicide rate in American
students in April of 2020 had
increased by ninety-nine percent
from the year prior. The country
went on lockdown in March of 2020.
Although this number did not jump
to such height in this one month, it
did play a factor. One student by
the name of Dylan Buckner was
the star quarterback for Glenbrook
North High School, with upwards
of fourteen college scholarship

offers and a score of 1460 out of bring this issue to an end, or at least and have taken to their social media
1600 on the SAT. His father, as well contribute to helping kids through platforms to reach out to those who
as most people, believed his son this very real obstacle in their life. might be struggling. This differs
had the perfect life. However, due Friends should check in on one from person to person, however,
to the isolation of the coronavirus another more than just asking how most will post a question box on their
pandemic, Buckner had fallen into their day was. It is necessary to show “story” for people to answer what
depression, and in January of 2021, care and concern for one’s friends, struggles they might be having in
he took his own life. Now, this is especially during such an upsetting life. Furthermore, there are different
Dylan Buckner who had practically time. Some students understand the clubs here on campus that help with
the perfect life; however, what about struggles of mental health issues mental health issues that should
the kids who are not
Dylan Buckner? What
about the kids whose
parents both have to
work jobs to provide
for their kids? This
pandemic is much
more than just a virus.
It is damaging the
future generation of the
United States. Society
needs to realize that
kids can only take
so much. They need
social
interaction,
other than their family,
to
maintain
their
mental
wellbeing.
To
continue,
Credit: ewa.com
anyone can help to There are many forms of mental illnesses. Anything you are facing now or have faced before is valid.

be publicized. Some of these clubs
include Students Against Destructive
Decisions (SADD) and Teen Suicide
Awarness and Prevention Problem
(TSAPP). Both clubs work to spread
awareness about suicide, self harm,
and mental health problems as well
as try to help those in need and who
are struggling with these issues.
Mental illness is a real and dangerous
issue within the teenage community
and everyone should be doing what
they can to help friends, family,
and peers get through these issues.
Mental health is a real and
prominent ongoing issue within
teens and has only gotten worse
with the self isolation caused by the
coronavirus. However, although it
may be dangerous to see one another,
everyone has a part to play in this
fight. I personally hope that students
can come together to truly help one
another out of these mental problems.
For those who may be struggling with
mental illness, self harm or suicidal
thoughts, call the number: 800-2738255. Furthermore, use the tools
to get in contact with a counselor,
friend, or family. No one is alone.
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Hatred Against Asian People from an Immigrant’s Viewpoint
Alexis DeLeon ‘21
Staff Writer
Kamusta, sawasdee, namaste,
xin chao, ni hao, annyeong haseyo,
konnichiwa,
salam,
assalaam
‘alaikum,
marhaba,
mingalaba.
Hello, from the voice of one of
the minority in the United States.
Moving into a different country,
language is a crucial barrier to
overcome, but it is not the worst. Not
only do we have to adapt different
customs, etiquette, lifestyle, culture,
and people & society, we struggle
most with the underlying tension and
subtle pressure of being “different”.
Back in the Philippines we treat
White Americans highly and with
special treatment. Seven years ago a
controversial topic caused outrage to
Filipinos regarding the case of a United
States marine who was pardoned for
murdering a transgender Filipino.
Our own President had granted
pardon to a foreigner in justification
of having a good moral character
without bounds, which was believed
by many as a display of power to
maintain international relations with
the United States. What a striking
thought that if in our own country
we are not protected against foreign
predicaments, what more in a land

where we are the foreign nationals.
“The American Dream” a
misleading illusion grasped by
millions in hopes to achieve a
better state of living. However
upon reaching the highly praised
land what welcomes their arrival?
Equality? Opportunity? Hospitality?
Surely but to a limited extent. In
order for Asians to somewhat live
the American Dream, being blind
to unnecessary prejudice and bleak

treatment is one huge sacrifice.
The pandemic we are currently
experiencing, or the so-called
“Chinese virus” as many uneducated
like to call it, evidently displays how
racism can spread faster than the
virus itself. Like a flash, hate crimes
and harassment drastically increased
against Chinese civilians. Around
mid-February, a sixteen year old
Asian American student, who was
not even Chinese, was physically

attacked for the accusation of having
the virus. I could not help but feel that
Americans seize circumstances such
as these as excuses to express horrible
xenophobia. Considering that the
virus indeed originated from China
and the reasons behind it spreading
is contentious, no amount of hate
towards Asians should be warranted.
Just as much as there is prevalent
detest to the Asian race, there too are
cases where the American system

Credit: opb.org

Unjust blame was placed upon Chinese people for the ‘cause’ of the Coronavirus Disease, which sparked Asian American Hate.

benefits from Asian contribution.
Just a year ago, a school district
in Washington took advantage of
Asian students’ performance by
categorizing them as White students.
By doing this, they skewed the data
to make White American students
appear to perform significantly
better academically when this was
not entirely their own work. To be
reclassified in order to gain White
American progression in society, does
this not take away a student’s, better
yet a person’s, sense of identity?
Dive into the world of social
media, specifically in news with
keywords of “Asian” and “America”.
It is filled with countless distressing
articles of violence against Asians.
Voices of the minority expressing
their growing anxiety and fear caused
by negative social conduct against
them. I merely am a bystander to such
events and have not been exposed to
it firsthand, however my empathy
goes to everyone who experienced
racial discrimination and turmoil.
Their stories are unheard and to me,
it only represents the never-ending
labelling of people by skin color. And
if my voice will be heard I would
like to say, know you are human
before knowing you are American
Indian, Asian, African American,
Hispanic, Native Hawaiian, or White.

End Celebrity Worship Culture Ban Hostile Urban Projects
Sophie Hall-Schorn ‘22
Copy Editor

lend fantastic merit to such
movements. Just because
some have a large platform
does not mean they need to
or should be speaking out
on current events. This rings
especially true if the celebrity
is only promoting certain
ideas or movements because
they have been pressured;
instead of expecting celebrities
to become mouthpieces for
the current political climate,
Americans need to move past
the idolization of celebrities
and their status. Simply
appearing in a movie or having
a well known name does
not justify the worship of an
opinion or action. Of course
celebrities are allowed to speak
out; however, holding their
opinions as more valuable is
harmful to the trade of ideas
among everybody else. If some
random “blue checkmark” on
Twitter is proclaimed to have a
more valuable opinion simply
because of their fame, then
that invalidates others who
may oppose them, and thus
prompts negative discourse.
Ultimately this creates a forum
of toxicity and discourages
any
actual
conversation.
One should not be

surprised when a celebrity
turns out to be a terrible
person, or has done a terrible
thing in the past. Putting too
Some
may
admire
much weight on the actions of
celebrities; others may despise
celebrities negatively affects
them. Despite these very
one’s worldview by enabling
apparent differences in attitude
the thought that those with a
towards the elusive rich and
platform or with a foot in the
famous, such feelings come
door of the public eye must
from the same vein. Whether
“deserve it” or are inherently
one is critical or admirable
good because of their fame.
of celebrities, it has to do
This notion is ultimately
with the fact of their status
ridiculous. Wealth and fame
in “worship culture”, or, the
does not translate to being
culture in which celebrities
a morally righteous or wellare unfairly put on pedestals
meaning individual. Idolizing
and expected to follow certain
such people and expecting the
standards. Putting celebrities
best from them is only harmful
to a higher standard, or
because it perpetuates this
holding them as beacons for
exact idea. Celebrities may be
social and political causes
fun to watch on a phone screen
is destructive and harmful,
or listen to on the radio, but
ultimately perpetuating the
this does not mean that they
notion that celebrities are
have anything meaningful
any more valuable than those
to say, or anything great that
without a large platform.
they have done in their past.
A
popular
argument
Do not allow the desirable
among those who idolize
qualities
of fame cloud what is
celebrities is that their ability
truly important; treat celebrities
to reach a large audience is
and speak of them like they
valuable for the spread of
are any other person. The past
social or political movements.
or current lives of celebrities
An enticing argument, but
may be horrible, they may be
ultimately meaningless, seeing
average, or they may be great.
as poor behavior by those in
At the end of the day, it should
the spotlight does not exactly
not concern or take up
space in one’s mind.
Expecting too much of
those in the public eye
is only harmful, both to
the one who is expecting
good behavior, and to the
celebrities being held to
an impossible standard.
This is not to say that
truly horrible behavior
from celebrities can not
be criticized; however,
it is to say that behavior
that is inappropriate
or just bad can come
from
anybody,
and
somehow
anticipating
Credit: nypost.com greater behavior from
Much like many celebrities, Harry Styles is bombarded by an obsessed fanbase. celebrities is a falsehood.

Credit: Shutterstock
Many urban cities are designing away the ability for the homeless to find comfort and rest.

Megan Irwin ‘21
Staff Writer
Hostile architecture, or “defensive
architecture” is architecture designed to
impede crime and maintain order is taking
over public spaces, but is a direct attack
against homeless populations. Not only
does this architecture target an already
marginalized group, but it implies that
there is a need to defend from the sights
and experiences of homelessness. The
idea that public spaces need to be defended
from other members of the public is vulgar,
and local and national governments
have done little to abridge this problem.
Civic Central Plaza, located in San
Francisco, had its benches taken away
in the middle of the night by the local
government—benches that were often
used by the homeless population to
sleep on. Hiding in the shadows, local
governments have repeatedly made
attempts to limit access to public places,
and cannot even do so in the daylight
because they know the lack of morality
that they show. Governments are so
convoluted with the idea of maintaining
facade for the public eye, that they fail
to devote time to reduce homelessness,
relying on building harsh architecture that
takes away a safe space for homeless to rest
or escape the elements. Many cities across
the country have taken action against the
use of public spaces for sleep and rest, by
putting metal bars to divide benches and
leaving spikes under bridges. The list
goes on, and according to Tony Bernal,
Senior Director of Public Policy and
Funding for Transition Projects we, “Too
often are leaving people experiencing

homelessness with no place indoors or
outdoors to rest or be safe.” Bernal and
many others believe that cities often
discourage homelessness but offer no
solutions or help contribute to the moral
crisis of affordable housing solutions.
There are proven solutions to reduce
homelessness. It even costs less than the
millions spent nationwide on defensive
architecture. Federal housing is one of the
most successful housing bases solutions
to reduce homelessness, combined with
permanent supportive housing, it not only
saves tax dollars but would drastically
reduce homelessness and poverty
levels in the United States. There needs
to be on behalf of local and national
government to increase investments in
affordable rental housings, with much
directed towards homeless families and
individuals. Due to this widening housing
affordability gap, hundreds of thousands
of affordable rental housing are lost,
and homelessness is perpetuated due to
lack of action taken by governments.
The government in response to
homelessness in the United States sends
the message with their actions that there
is a divide, that homeless people are not
a part of the community, not neighbors,
rather a hindrance to society. That belief
that it is ok to ostracise the homeless in
the United States is so deeply wrong,
yet normalized as if they are sub human.
Even connotations of homelessness are so
misleading and fail to look at the presenting
issue, that affordable housing is becoming
increasingly more difficult to find, and
the wealth gap in the United States.
There needs to be change, not just with
public architecture. Governments need
to start caring for the people they govern.
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Digifest Brings a Three Day Creative Experience Once Again
person at JDS Studios. The
festival will take place from
April 16 until the 18. So far,
the guest speakers will be G.
Digital media is the result
Anthony Joseph, an actor, a
of many descriptive files.
producer and a martial artist,
What is within these files
as well as Ashley Eakin, an
though, is the dedication and
award winning director and
soul of the creator.
writer. There will
One of the venues
also be screenings
that happens to
of selected films,
display the format
along with many
of digital media is
opportunities
to
Digifest Temecula.
look at digital
Digifest is a
artworks, photos
three-day long film
and other nonfestival experience
film
projects.
that is in its fifth
Anyone
can
year. It was created
submit or attend
by the JDS Studios,
the festival. To
a local business
submit work, the
that
makes
artist must submit
commercials
at FilmFreeway.
Credit: @digifesttemecula
and also holds
com where they
classes for acting, JDS Creative Academy showscases their studio to advertize Digifest to all types of local creators. can
also
buy

Joshua Flack ‘24
Staff Writer

Credit: Kaelynn Josey

screenwriting, and more. The
festival director Diane Strand
expressed, “We chose it to
be Digifest and digital media
because we thought it was
really more inclusive, instead
of just being any film festival
. . . anything that happens on

Jillian’s
Top Netflix
Picks for
March

Jillian Flack ‘22
Copy Editor

As springtime quickly approaches, the
streaming service Netflix is releasing plenty
of new viewing material for both its dedicated
binge-watchers and occasional viewers to
enjoy. While there are many different genres
and topics that attract viewers, their recent
content, including a movie, entitled Moxie,
a television (TV) show called Ginny and
Georgia and a documentary, Biggie: I Got a
Story to Tell, is expected to be a hit among fans.
On March 3, the Netflix original movie Moxie
was released. It centers around a teenage girl who is
inspired to speak out against the sexism occurring
every day at her own school. Currently, this film
has been popular among fans due to the portrayal
of the injustices the main character deals with and
the way it appeals to an abundance of different
people. Many believe it is an important film to
be on TV and is an entertaining one to watch.
Released on February 24, the new show
Ginny and Georgia has gotten much praise
from its fans through its captivating tale about
a mother moving to a new town with her son
and teenage daughter. Despite there being
more difficulties than this small family counted
on in their new home, they still find a way
to fight through them and adapt to their new
surroundings. This story of the life of a teenager
and her family is very relatable to many students,
contributing greatly to its popularity among fans.
The new Netflix documentary Biggie: I Got a
Story to Tell takes audiences into the interesting life
of the famous rapper Notorious B.I.G. and shares
details about his musical career. This documentary
has been very popular among viewers as it has
helped them to better understand his past and who
he is as a person. Even those who do not listen
to rap music have learned from this documentary
and have found it to be a fascinating tale.
All in all, this new content can keep many
students entertained during boring moments in
these spring months. Even though it can be difficult
to decide what to watch at times, Netflix has
material for nearly each and every viewer to enjoy.

a computer is digital media.”
These mediums consist of
film, photography, music
videos, drawing, computer
programming, and more.
For 2021, Digifest will
be virtual, while also having
socially-distanced events in

tickets to the event starting
at thirty-five dollars. The
submission deadline is March
22 with a five dollar fee.
Additionally, this exciting
festival is very beneficial to
the community. The festival
director Strand stated, “We
teach and you get an ability
to be able to show your work,
you’re gonna to learn and you
are going to feel like you’ve
accomplished
something.”
This
environment
gives
students a chance to develop
their skill set and open up
opportunities in their field
of interest. Students may be
critiqued and even discovered
by other artists. It can also be
inspiring to have someone’s
own work put up near the work
of professionals. If they work
diligently on a project, then it
can be valuable for others to

see their work and understand
it. Digital media arts teacher,
Mr. David Carlson expressed,
“When people say, ‘oh my
gosh, I love your picture,’
that’s such a payoff for me .
. . and the only way you get
that is if people see the art.”
Submitting to this festival
can give students a chance to
show off their skills, as well
as give them an opportunity to
develop the confidence it takes
to share their work with others.
The festival is beneficial
because of the recognition
artists may receive from
others. Simply attending the
festival without a project
allows aspiring artists to draw
inspiration. Digifest Temecula
is an engaging opportunity for
students and the community
alike to foster their talents and
enjoy the talents displayed.

Retro Photography Comes Back in Style
Nicole Gonzalez ‘21
Managing Editor

Generation Z (Gen Z) grew up with
technology advancing right by their side.
With smartphones improving and releasing
every year, television screens getting
flatter, and camera quality sharpening,
it seems unlikely that teenagers would
even be remotely interested in past
retro technology. However, ‘90s trends
always somehow make a comeback.
More exclusively, film photography.
The sharp rise and interest in
using film photography as a means to
capture memories really sprouted from
the platforms of social media. Popular
Youtube creators such as David Dobrik
and Chris Clemens began posting these
light streaked and candid photos on their
Instagrams, and later created accounts
dedicated to their scanned disposable
camera photos. This sparked a large
interest in their followers, especially since
it is so inexpensive to go out and buy a
Kodak or Fujifilm disposable camera.
Dobrik even used this rising nostalgic
trend as a marketing opportunity. To help
out those looking for an even easier way to
capture memories reflecting the old school
camera, he created the app Dispo, which
turns the screen of users’ phones into the
back of a disposable camera. While the
camera will apply its own disposablethemed filter, the catch here is that users
have to wait for photos to develop, with
a notification being sent every day at
9AM that all photos taken the day prior
are ready to be viewed. While it is not the
most practical, it really does help create
the same anticipating feeling of your
pictures being developed back in the day.
As mentioned before, those who

did not necessarily grow up using these
cameras, such as Gen Z, still strive to
achieve that nostalgic feeling of using
retro technology, and have even switched
over as their main method of capturing
timeless memories. Senior Emily Elias, an
avid disposable camera user, explains how
using these disposable cameras is a better
experience overall. “It captures more
in the moment. . .You aren’t as worried
about taking good pictures, just the
memories in the film camera,” said Elias.
With digital cameras, one has the option
to take as many pictures as one wants

creating certain unforgettable memories.
Senior Sofia Rodriguez realizes the
difference when carrying around a film
camera, and ditching a smartphone,
“Being present in the moment and taking
the photo with your friends is so much
more natural.” This “one chance” shot
promotes authenticity and and is the
opposite of “the false sense of reality
that social media creates,” explained
Rodriguez. Not only that, but finishing up
a roll and sending it off to get developed is
just as exciting. Elias shares how she gets
her film printed and returned at Encinitas

Credit: Sofia Rodriguez

Senior Giselle Ochoa and Senior Sofia Rodriguez pose for their photo on a disposable camera.

and edit it however they like, whereas
the film camera only allows one shot at
a good picture, which makes the moment
even more special. While many agree that
growing up with advancing technology
has been a life-changing experience, it has
created a less raw, authentic feeling when

Photo Center, “It is worth it to me
because I use film for special occasions
so I don’t mind spending the money to
get it developed.” This physical copy of
the memories equally shared is better
than seeing it on a digital phone screen.
“Holding the pictures really grounds me,”
noted Rodriguez.
S e e i n g
how technology
has
changed
throughout the
years is just
as exciting as
appreciating
where
we
started. Before
social media and
editing pictures,
the rawness of
a photo really
displayed
the
memory better
than any shutter
speed
camera.
The lifestyle and
positivity
that
these
cameras
promote really is
Credit: Sofia Rodriguez a life changing
Senior Sofia Rodriguez, Senior Allison Parra, Senior Giselle Ochoa, and Senior Elise Tinh utilize a disposable camera. e x p e r i e n c e .

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Wandavision is Streaming
Jillian Flack ‘22
Copy Editor
When it comes to watching television
(TV) shows, some people look for action and
mystery while others look for lighthearted
humor and a sitcom-feel. Despite the fact that
many TV series do not have all of these various
elements, WandaVision is one of the few that
can fully fit into all of these genres through its
riveting plotlines and interesting characters.
WandaVision is an intriguing new Marvel
Cinematic Universe (MCU) show that stars
two Avengers, Wanda Maximoff, also known
as Scarlet Witch, and Vision. While most
Marvel films follow a hero defining themselves
through their valiant actions, WandaVision
simply follows Wanda and Vision’s married,
couple life in the suburbs as they try to hide
their eccentric superpowers from their normal
neighbors. A myriad of people, even those who
do not enjoy MCU movies, have appreciated
this short series to its fullest. Junior Sarah
Stevers, a big fan of WandaVision and the MCU,
expressed, “I think it connects to different
generations of people and these people are able
to watch it and they kind of recognize. . .the
references [to past TV shows] and stuff like
that.” Every episode of WandaVision mirrors
a new decade and references different shows
from that time period. For example, the very
first episode of this show is set in the fifties and
has similar plotlines to those of The Dick Van
Dyke Show. This has caused people of all ages
to become intrigued by the small references

to the sitcoms they have seen in the past.
While this series does follow Wanda and
Vision’s lives as if it were a family sitcom,
audiences were still interested to see how their
day to day lives were possible and real since
Vision was killed in Avengers: Infinity War.
Since the show released one episode every
Friday, fans had much time to theorize how
this, along with other mysteries, worked and
if Wanda and Vision were truly safe in the
small town, named Westview, that they lived
in. Stevers explained, “Marvel has never done
anything sort of in the vein of, like, a mystery.
This is sort of a mystery because the show keeps
unraveling itself and, every week, audiences
get to theorize and analyze what’s going on.”
Furthermore, people are also engrossed by
this show since Vision and Wanda are wellliked Avengers, but they are often out of the
spotlight, overshadowed by other characters.
Stevers added, “I think a lot of people are happy
to see these characters finally get the specific
story arcs that are very important.” By finally
getting their own moment in the sun, Wanda
and Vision can show more about their pasts.
Overall, WandaVision was a beloved
show that helped the audience develop a
better understanding of Wanda and Vision
as characters. It was different from any other
show or movie that has ever been in the MCU
and this has caught the attention of many
different people worldwide. On Friday, March
19, Disney+ will release a new Marvel show,
The Falcon and the Winter Soldier, which will
be six episodes long and is sure to be just as
captivating and fascinating as WandaVision.

Credit: Filmdaily.co
Credit: Disney+

WandVaision recently finished releasing all episodes of season one, which are streaming now on Disney+.
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Credit: comicbookmovie.com

Avatar Studios would expand upon the thrilling narratives of characters from the comics and cartoon.

Avatar Studios’ Future Plans
Emma Horwood ‘22
Staff Writer
Since Avatar the Last Airbender and The
Legend of Korra were released on Netflix, its
fan base began to grow rapidly even years
after the series ended. While these shows
were a childhood favorite of many, it made a
comeback over quarantine with people of all
ages. The original creators of the show, Michael
Dante DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko, were
overwhelmed with joy at the resurgence in
popularity of their work and announced their
plans to expand the beloved Avatar Universe.
Nearly thirteen years after Avatar: The Last
Airbender and six years after The Legend of
Korra ended, the original creators of the show
announced that Avatar Studios is in the works.
While many fans are eager to see the
return of many of their favorite characters
and even meet some new ones, some remain
skeptical of how the new content produced
by Avatar Studios will live up to their
expectations. This is not a baseless suspicion
as there have been previous attempts to
expand or recreate works from the Avatar
Universe that flopped with audiences. One
example of this was Netflix’s announcement
of an Avatar: The Last Airbender live action
series scored a measly five percent in rotten
tomatoes as audiences did not like the changes
Netflix made to the storyline. While many
began optimistic for this live action series
due to the original creators being involved,
DiMartino and Konietzko promptly left the
project due to creative difficulties. Creative
obstacles like this were even present when
they were making The Legend of Korra, as
Nickelodeon did not want the protagonist to be
a girl, seeing as they would not allow for the

romantic relationship between the two main
female protagonists to be shown. Last minute
schedule changes and having to compromise
on their ideas impeded upon the creators’
visions for the show. Fans everywhere hope
that the original creators of the show are given
more creative freedom with Avatar Studios so
the new content compares to the originals.
Avatar Studios may be early in the
making, but there are predictions as to what
content they will produce. They are starting
production for an animated film later this year.
While it is not yet known what storylines they
are producing, most believe that they will
be expanding on pre-existing characters and
storylines as well as creating new and original
ones. Much like the series of graphic novels
that has been released since the series ended,
fans can expect to see further development
in the adventures of Aang and his team as
well as Korra and her crew. There is even a
possibility that they might feature past avatars
such as Wan and Kyoshi, as well as avatars
after Korra’s time. Junior Juleah Rasmussen
explained, “I definitely want to see Avatar
Studios produce new, original content as well
as some short clips from Avatar: The Last
Airbender, based off the graphic novels.”
While it is uncertain what direction they
will take, fans can expect to be captivated
with future content that the Avatar Universe.
The uproar in support for the series and
works that comprise the Avatar Universe
are likely what spurred the creation of
Avatar Studios. Both the original creators
and avid fans are thrilled to see what this
project has to offer. Whether the works
of the Avatar Universe was a childhood
favorite or a quarantine obsession, all
viewers are surely going to be amazed with
the new installations in this epic storyline.

From Classic to Modern Games; Jackson Suemnick Has it All
Joshua Flack ‘24
Staff Writer

ten years old. Suemnick stated, “Just
kinda my desire to collect things
in general . . . I’ve always loved
video games. I’ve always loved
Video games are one of the most collecting. Back in second grade, I
popular forms of media in the world. used to collect erasers.” Suemnick’s
Many find comfort in the controllable collecting started after he bought
characters and situations. Most his copy of Magnavox Odyssey,
modern games originated from which is one of the first homethe classic video games such as, gaming consoles to exist. He got it
Super Mario Bros. or The Legend for twenty dollars when the worth
of Zelda. Most gamers want to find of the console was way higher. This
new games with the best graphics, made him want to continue collecting
except for Freshman Jackson because of how impressive it was to
Suemnick, who desires to collect be able to find a deal on an expensive
classic and new video games alike. item. This was his realization that
Suemnick started collecting he could obtain more consoles
video games when he was around and experience classic gaming.
Since then, he has
acquired many gaming
systems, including the
Pac-Man arcade game.
Suemnick’s
desire
to
collect matched well with
his gaming hobby. Now,
he is able to have a use for
collecting because now he
can use what he collects
Credit: Jackson Suemnick almost
daily. Suemnick
Freshman Jackson Suemnick also collects consoles. enjoys playing most of these

games all of the way through. His
favorite game is Super Mario RPG:
Legend of the Seven Stars. Suemnick
does not just want to collect games;
he wants to play them in order to
expand his experience. Suemnick
further expressed, “First of all, it’s
just cool to have the items, you know,
like, having anything of their history
is really awesome, being able to play
those games whenever I want to as
well and having the physical copies
is just awesome.” His collection is
not just about owning the games,
it is more about experiencing
these games. He also likes to
livestream himself playing old and
new games alike, on his YouTube
channel titled Jack Suemnick.
Furthermore, Suemnick tries
to go to places like garage sales or
estate sales to find a good deal. He
expressed, “Most of the stuff, if I
didn’t buy it, it’d be in somebody’s
garage, you know, probably maybe
even thrown away.” Collecting
games is something that will
preserve the games for generations
to come. Usually the people selling
the consoles or games do not care

Credit: Jackson Suemnick

Proudly, Jackson Suemnick shows off his collection of old and modern videogames.

about them anymore and therefore do
not care about if they get damaged.
If these consoles get damaged,
then it may destroy the chances of
it getting used again. Suemnick
tries to get good deals off of these
sellers. Many owners just want to
get rid of the games, so Suemnick

wants a good price because he
knows he can take care of it well.
Suemnick will most likely
always continue to play videogames.
His gaming collection will continue
to grow as more opportunities arise.
With such a large collection, there
is not a sign that he will stop soon.
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Remaining Active while Safe at Home

Yalena Aguirre ‘21
A&E/Lifestyles Editor

The pandemic has raged on for
longer than expected. An increased
amount of time spent indoors can lead
many to boredom and a lack of self
care. Fortunately, some have been
working on making more healthy
choices such as exercising physically
and mentally, which has proven to
have many benefits to the individual.
Even before the pandemic began, people
took pleasure working out in gyms to
perfect their physique and their strength.
In general terms, it can aid in weight
management, whether it is to maintain,
lose or gain weight. In addition to
weight management, it combats health
conditions, extends life expectancy,
and more. Recently, many people have
started to hop onto working on their
physical fitness at home since they now
have the time since many gyms have
been closed and most of the equipment

in opened gyms are out of commission
in order to slow the spread of the virus.
Many people have opted to build an at
home gym in order to maintain regular
exercise without risking exposure from
public gyms. With that being said,
many people started experimenting
with exercising techniques that they
have not really considered doing prior,
such as weightlifting. Weightlifting has
been proven to fix posture, which can
come in handy since so many students
are hunched over a computer screen
for hours. Additionally, it strengthens
bones and increases metabolism,
which will combat a lot of fatigue
that students are feeling nowadays.
The mental benefits of getting fit during
quarantine are just as important as their
physical counterparts. When more
people began to work out, they were
greeted with decreased anxiety. Not only
are endorphins being released, but it also
gives people something else to focus on
rather than stressing about homework
and personal pressures. Exercising has

also allowed people to work on their
self-confidence and increase their sense
of euphoria when completing a workout
or even during one since they were able
to accomplish something challenging.
It makes people proud of themselves
for having the energy to do something
healthy for themselves since many
people have found it draining to take
care of themselves. The mental benefits
of getting fit has changed many people
in more ways than one as it improves
their mood and relieves their worries
about the current global environment.
There are a lot of uncertainties
circling the world as people blindly
navigate their daily life, trying to
make the best out of their situation.
There will be struggles to maintain
a sense of normality. Perhaps doing
something as simple as exercising
can help them take a breather from
existential problems, as working out
has rewarded not only great physical
benefits but mental benefits as well.

Credit: Gino Capell

Senior Gino Capell uses at-home equipment.

Credit: Ruby Silueno

Junior Ruby Siluano does the reverse warrior yoga pose in the comfort of her own room.

Credit: Aaron Slojkowski

Junior Mason Slojkowski preps for season.

Mandich’s Message
of the Month
Let’s Talk About Motivation

Tell me if this sounds like you (or ever has) - “I just don’t
feel motivated to _______”, or “I’ll do _______ when I feel
motivated.” I hear you and totally validate that because I
think we have all been there, especially during the last year
of experiencing the pandemic. In fact, I don’t know a single
student that hasn’t expressed that one of their challenges
is lack-of-motivation. When I hear people talk about
motivation, it is almost described as something that they are
looking for- something that is just going to magically appear.
I hate to break it to you, but that isn’t how motivation works
(but it would be totally cool if it did). As a mental health
professional, I like to break motivation down into two thingsReadiness to change and willingness to make those changes.
Because here is the thing about motivation, “You won’t
always be motivated, but keep showing up. Eventually your
actions become habits, and those habits will become a part of
your routine, then your results will become your motivation”
(credit: Dr. Julie Smith). Your ability to increase your
motivation quite literally is within you. I say that to empower
you. Motivation starts with action, not the other way around.
So where do you start? Break tasks into manageable “bitesized” chunks. Do me (more like yourself) a favor and make
a master list of all your classes and add every assignment
under each class. Now, make a weekly to-do list for each
class and break down smaller chunks of what you need to
accomplish for each class that week. Now, make a daily todo list and pull assignments from your weekly to-do list and
spread them over the week. While you are at it, don’t forget
to add in a daily self-care goal too. Bonus invisible points
for going onto Canva and creating an aesthetically pleasing
to-do list tailored to YOU. Make sure you are recognizing
all the work you HAVE DONE, not just what you NEED TO
DO. It is so important to recognize your effort and not just the
end result. Do this for you. Do this because your future self.

Video Games that Significantly Improve Student Productivity
Joshua Flack ‘24
Staff Writer
Exploration and adventure
is created in the digital world of
gaming. Video games are often
considered exciting and entertaining,
but there is plenty of productivity and
imagination generated by them as
well. Productive games are becoming
more popularized in modern culture.
The possibilities of what can be
done in a video game are forever
growing and breaking boundaries.
Games such as Minecraft, Planet
Coaster, Mario Maker and Animal
Crossing are popular among players.
In Minecraft, gamers can build
almost anything and explore many
biomes. Planet Coaster is a theme
park building game where players
can design complicated scenery.
With Mario Maker, players create
their own super mario levels. Finally,
Animal Crossing is a game in which

someone starts a town and builds
it up by completing tasks. In most
of these games, the player does not
encounter many limitations to what
they can create. The game designers
create the games in such a way that
the user can put almost any detail into
their creation. This is more rewarding
to some because of the hard work that
creating may require. Additionally,
the gamer has to be dedicated in
order to be able to finish the project.
In some games, productivity is the
result of teamwork and the sharing
of work. Junior Clayton Manassero
plays Mario Maker and is able to
stay productive by building levels
for other people to try. He stated,
“You can go really complex with
all the different interactions that the
different pieces have.” This means
that gamers can always go more
in depth with what they want to
create. The player builds what they
want and many people will have

the opportunity to play it, inspiring
them more to build something new.
Not only that, but some games give
the player a chance to restart and
build something new. Junior Nathan
Frataig expressed about Minecraft, “I
think the coolest part for me is setting
up, like, all the farms that give you all
the stuff later down the line.” Some
in-game worlds can be controlled,

explored, or even destroyed. It is
even possible to build things that
will help you succeed in the game.
Additionally, productivity in
games could also lead to increased
productivity
in
schoolwork.
Manassero stated, “It gets that
creativity up basically in your mind,
so it allows you when you’re, you
know, writing an essay in English

. . .it allows you to really stretch
your boundaries in a different way.”
Perfecting every detail in someone’s
head will require heavy thinking.
These details may help gamers think
in deeper detail about what they are
trying to express. Accomplishments
in the game can be fulfilling. Fraitag
explained, “I would say, like, gaming
as a whole, not just Minecraft. . .
has made [me] much more, like,
focused on objectives.” This
type of gaming may be useful
for being able to accomplish
any complicated task in real life.
Productivity can be found in
a number of things. Some video
games are just that for different
people. They can be entertaining,
yet useful. As video games will
evolve, the benefits of playing
certain games might too. No
matter what someone uses the
Credit: Nathan Fraitag games for, they still may see
Nathan Fraitag is a dedicated player of Minecraft, a popular videogame among students benefits in their own productivity.
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Thawing off the Cold with This Year’s Spring Fashion Trends
Emma Carrero ‘21
Copy Editor

With spring coming to thaw out the
winter’s moody weather, the new fashion
trends for the upcoming months are making
their move. However, with limited occasions
available to show off the fresh wardrobe,
creativity halts for some students having them
hit rock bottom when coming to terms
with visual expression. Fortunately
though, the past trends are there
to inspire the future and create an
outlook, or in this case look book, to
save fashionistas from a dull season.
Although spring in the early
2010s did not have much of an
impact for teens, the middle of the
decade did. With popular social media
app, Tumblr, reaching its peak
around 2014 and 2015,
flower crowns became
a must need hair
accessory
among
teens.
Because
of the variety in
the flower sizes
and color, the
trendy
hair
decoration
attracted
many.
Flow e r

crowns are still available today at most accessory
stores like Claire’s. Of course to match with the
head wear, patterned casual dresses and skirts
also became widely appreciated. Matching
accessories and makeup is another way to
explore fashion expression. The concept was
heavily inspired from the sixties and seventies,
with flowy outfits, comfortable to wear, while
also looking modern. Senior Kaylee Lota
expressed, “I definitely still wear a bunch
of past trends because I feel like
every other decade fashion trend
pretty much recycles itself and
become relevant again, like
flared pants from the seventies,
bustier-corset type tops from
the nineties, and tube tops.”
Meanwhile, the later years,
2016 and 2017, shifted to the
late eighties and early nineties
with velvet dresses, skater
pants and inspiration
from cult films.
Lota added, “I
usually get my
inspiration for my
outfits from apps
like
Pinterest
or
TikTok,
sometimes from
shows or movies
like 10 Things I
Hate About You,
and back when
we were still at
school, I actually
got a lot of
outfit inspiration
from
other
students.” This
demonstrates
how media
like movies
released
during
the
year

heavily
influence
these
trends.
Now in 2021, it looks as if flowers will
bloom again with the calm cottage core
lifestyle coming into play. The casual knee or
ankle dresses and pastel colors complement the
blooming, sweet season well. Students have
also become more independent and unique with
their styles, picking from various aesthetics
such as indie and Y2K, ‘year 2000’, meaning
trends are now coming in variety. Nonetheless
there still are several pieces of attire that can
be shared throughout the different groups. Hair
clips or barrettes are
one example,
with the classy,
p e a r l
designed
being
m o r e
favorable. It helps
k e e p
the hair out of
t h e
face from the soft
breeze
during spring.
However,
there is also,
still that
hidden
hint
of
sixties
a n d

t h a t
seem
anytime
“I would
few
of
spring

seventies
does
not
to go away
soon. Lota
commented,
say that a
my current
fashion trends

have been dresses, and shirts
puffed sleeves that add a
cute and whimsical
touch.”
Sweet
neckline tops and
puffed sleeves have
reached the audience of the
adolescents
transforming
into the more common
go to outfit. These types
of shirts can be worn
casually
anywhere.
With that being
said, it is fine to take
fashion trends lightly
and use the past for
inspiration
when
stuck on choosing
a fit or mixing
other aesthetics
together.
Especially
with
being
indoors,
the
internet is the only
safe
way
right
now to share these
creative ideas. It is
also good to come
up with outfits based
on television shows
or music. Either
way fashion is a
way to display one’s
emotions
visually
and
confidently.

with
the
really
heart

Junior Samantha
Garcia (left) and
Seniors Kaylee Lota
(middle) and Jordan
Renner (right) show
off their favorite spring
outfits for 2021
Credit: Students pictured

submited their photos

Anime Fanbase is on the Rise Art Activism Promotes Action
Emma Horwood ‘22
Staff Writer

japanese,
many
sources
provide subtitles and/or a
version dubbed in a variety
of languages, making it
For the past year, accessible to many english
television entertainment has speaking viewers. Netflix and
become a staple for getting other providers have taken to
through the day. As teenagers expanding their collection of
consume endless TV shows anime to appease the growing
and movies, they are constantly number of fans. Over these
left looking for what to binge past few months, the rising
next. Many have taken this as popularity in anime proves that
an opportunity to explore new it is the perfect way to branch
genres of entertainment, such out from one’s usual content.
as anime. These animated
One appeal of anime
japanese films and series is the unique and diverse
offer unique animation styles, styles of animation that catch
thrilling tales, and interesting the viewers’ eye. A perfect
characters. Though anime example of this is the numerous
is originally streamed in films presented by Studio
Ghibli. Responsible
for films such as
Howl’s
Moving
Castle and Ponyo,
Ghibli is known for
its elaborate and
detailed animation.
The
animation
used by animator
Hayou Miyazaki is
specifically meant to
romanticize the small
details of life such
as cooking, riding
public
transport,
and listening to
music. Many fans of
Studio Ghibli films
express that they
find comfort in these
portrayals of the joys
of day-to-day life.
Miyazaki has said
numerous times that
Credit: imdb.com
his goal is to send the
Haikyu!! has recentrly resurged in viewers. message to young

viewers that though the world
can seem harsh at times, it can
still be beautiful and worth
living. The positive impact
this style of animation has on
the audience’s mental health
is what appeals to its fans.
One such anime series
that avid viewers have been
enjoying over quarantine is
Haikyu!!. This epic show
follows the journey of Hinata
Shouyou, a middle school
volleyball player, as he
hones his athletic ability and
collaborates with his team to
bring them to the top. Junior
Rylee Donovan said, “The
show has great character
development which is fun to
watch.” This is a great show for
those interested in volleyball
and athletics in general. The
thrilling adventures of the
Karasuno team captivate
the audience and leave them
excited for what comes next.
Another recent anime that is
catching the eyes of thriller
and fantasy lovers is The
Promised Neverland. This
dark and twisted show follows
the perils of a group of young
children, supposedly orphans,
who discover that the loving
home they had been raised
in was actually a farm for
humans meant to be eaten by
demons. Upon this realization,
the oldest children scramble to
devise an elaborate escape plan
to save their siblings from this
grim fate. Clearly, the diverse
range of storylines ensures
that there is an anime for all
kinds of different viewers.

Jillian Flack ‘22
Copy Editor

different viewpoints from people unlike them
and it helps unify in more ways than not.”
Although creating art can help students better
explain their world views, they could also share
Out of all platforms used to express the work of others online to spread support to
important ideas and causes, art can be one of the different causes. This way, students can still
most thought-provoking ways for someone to greatly express their valuable opinions and
convey their innermost thoughts and feelings. thoughts even if they are not confident in their
While it does take a long time to create a piece art abilities or if they do not have the luxury
of art that depicts activism, it can help others of time to create art. Kramer expressed, “Art
to better understand different opinions and is something that’s pretty universal; it’s a
consider why the artist has a certain point of view. universal language. More often than not, it
Conveying activism in artwork can be doesn’t use words, but it uses pictures and colors
an outlet for artists to express their opinions and thickness of brush stroke and pen stroke or
on a subject when they cannot explain it in whatever you might use to sway emotions.”
words. Senior Olivia Kramer, a talented artist
While she may prefer drawing portraits,
on campus, explained, “Artists can get very Kramer, too, has created some art pieces
creative with how they work and what they want to vividly express her thoughts about the
their audiences to think through perception of world’s current state, such as a drawing, called
their art, so they can easily sway opinions or get 0neinc0ntr01, that gives a visual as to how
different points across through the media they technology consumes our day to day lives.
create.” Students have the amazing capability Many other students as well have been creating
to make pieces of art
engaging cartoons to
that move people into
express the difficulties
believing in different
that have made a big
causes. This is why art
impact in their lives,
activism is so important
such as the COVID-19
to many; it helps them to
pandemic, which has
understand another side
taken most of their
to an opinion they may
high school years.
have never known about.
Making a change
Especially
in
in the world does not
this time filled with
have to be difficult
difficulties—both
for students. All they
politically and socially—
need to do is pick up
self
expression
has
a pencil and draw
been very important for
their thoughts in order
a myriad of students.
to make a difference,
Kramer shared, “[There
even if it is a small one.
have been] a lot of [art]
By sharing their views
pieces. . .following the
and opinions, students
Black
Lives
Matter
can fight against the
(BLM) movement as it
injustice of the world
still continues today and
and help mold it into
Credit: Olivia Kramer
those are important. They
a better place for
help people understand Senior Olivia Kramer criticizes technology with art. future
generations.
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Sebastian Morales Swings Big Two Stars, Two Different Eras
Claressa Zepeda ‘22
Staff Writer
Varsity Boys Baseball
star-athlete, Senior Sebastian
Morales, has been contributing
to campus athletics since
his freshman year. He has
been a standout athlete ever
since he stepped on campus,
being called up to varsity as a
freshman going against both
Great Oak and Murrieta Mesa.
His hard work and time put
towards his craft has allowed
him to pursue his goals of
playing collegiate baseball and
furthering his education at the
University of St. Katherines.
Morales has dedicated
his life to the game of
baseball. He explained that
he was only “four when my
brothers were ten and nine
years old. They inspired me
to try baseball out and I have
loved the highs and lows ever
since,” Morales stated. His
inspiration from his older
brothers and following within
their footsteps originally
drove him to participate in
the sport itself. Beginning at
age four, Morales has been

playing baseball for fifteen
years now and has stayed
consistently dedicated. Not
only has Morales continued to
contribute to the Varsity Boys
Baseball team on campus,
but he also participates in
baseball off campus. “I play
with multiple teams so I put
in a lot of hours into my craft,
but there’s always room for
more,” Morales added. Putting
in the effort off campus as well
as having a strong passion for
the sport provided Morales
with the essentials to succeed.
The coaching staff on campus
has also greatly impacted
Morales and his performance.
Participating in on campus
sports has allowed Morales
to improve his game and
positively impact both the team
and impress college coaches.
He thanked the coaching staff
for being, “very experienced
and doing everything for the
players. They are great people
and only want their players
to succeed,” said Morales.
While the coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19)
has affected a vast amount of
individuals, Morales has only
experienced a minor set back

Credit: Sebastian Morales

Senior Sebastian Morales celebrates hitting a home run during a game.

from the widespread illness.
“COVID[-19] has definitely
hit everyone and every sport
differently, but with baseball,
we were fortunate enough to
get out on the field early before
most since it is an outside
sport, but for those trying to
go through recruitment right
now, that’s who is getting
hit the hardest because a lot
of tournaments are canceled
and not many teams are
playing,” added Morales. He
has continued to persevere
and found a way to continue
practice in preparations to
compete at the collegiate
level. He was able to continue
practicing and working upon
himself for the upcoming
season. He took advantage of
the time he was given. Even
with the hardships created by
COVID-19 and the collegiate
recruitment process, he found
himself ahead of the process
and relieved to commit to the
University of St. Katherines.
Morales is a notable
athlete who has stood out and
contributed greatly to athletics
on campus throughout the
entirety of his high school
career. One of his greatest
takeaways from the sport is
“being able to be out on the
field everyday and enjoy the
big and small moments with
the boys I grew up with my
whole life” and that he “will
always remember is being
called up as a freshman to play
varsity during the Great Oak
and Mesa series.” Now, in his
final year of high school, he
hopes to have a competitive
season to finish off high
school career strong and begin
his collegiate career at the
University of St. Katherines.

Jackson Gamero ‘24
Staff Writer

Many kids dream of
making it to the National
Football League (NFL), but
very few actually achieve that
goal. To put it into perspective,
it has been said that there is
only a 1.2% chance of making
it to the NFL. However, Tom
Brady of the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers, who is fortythree years old, and Patrick
Mahomes of the Kansas City
Chiefs, who is twenty-five
years old, have not only made
it to the NFL, but have excelled
while playing at that level.
Both quarterbacks have had a
profound amount of influence
on the game of football
despite their age differences.
Brady, who is considered
by many to be the greatest
of all time, has shown many
kids that the seemingly
unimaginable can become
reality. Brady came out of the
University of Michigan and
did not get drafted until the
New England Patriots took
him in the sixth round of the
NFL Draft with the 199th
overall pick. Although that
may seem good at first glance,
it is important to know that
there are only seven rounds
total in the draft. However, he
has gone on to win seven Super
Bowls, which is the most by
any player. In fact, he has
more Super Bowl wins than
any other franchise. Similar
to how people aspiring to be
in the National Basketball
Association (NBA) aim to be
like Michael Jordan, many
people wanting to be an NFL
quarterback model their game

off of Brady’s game. With the
pick he was drafted at and his
success in the league, Brady
has been an influential player
to both the NFL and to other
people watching the sport. He
has also been a true example
on how to play the game the
right way, both by the way he
wins and by the way he loses.
On the other hand,
Mahomes has had an impact
on the sport despite the fact
that he has only been a starter
for three full seasons. In those
three seasons, Mahomes has

it to be.” With a promising
future and potentially many
more years ahead of him,
the sky really is the limit
for the young quarterback.
However, the question of
who the better quarterback is
remains to be answered. This
past year, Mahomes outplayed
Brady, but Brady’s countless
career achievements will make
it hard for anyone to surpass
him as the greatest of all time.
Freshman Joseph Luedtke
reiterated this point, saying,
“[Mahomes] is a great player

Credit: sportingnews.com

A common debate is who is the beter quaterback: Mahomes or Brady?

totaled 114 touchdowns and
twenty-three
interceptions.
Apart from his outstanding
stats, Mahomes has also helped
usher in a new style of play to
the game. One of the reasons
he has been so valuable for
Kansas City is because he
is a mobile quarterback. It
seems that in today’s game,
it is extremely important to
have a fast quarterback, and
Mahomes is not only fast, but
also has a strong arm. With
his combination of speed and
strength, his potential is very
high. In fact, Freshman Jaclyn
Jacques said, “His potential
can go as far as he wants

and has a lot of potential, but
I think it’ll be really difficult
to surpass what Brady has
done.” Brady’s years of
success have set a high
precedent for quarterbacks
everywhere. Both have been
big influences, Brady to
people who are constantly
underrated, and Mahomes
to the younger players who
are still trying to find their
“style.” With the rivalry
reaching its peak during Super
Bowl LV, and with Brady’s
career coming to an end in
the next few years, the future
of the NFL has arrived in the
form of Patrick Mahomes.

Athlete Spotlights
Photos by Studio 94

Written by Jackson Gamero ‘24 and Nicole
Gonzalez ‘21

Austin Burgess ‘21
Varsity Boys Water Polo

Senior Austin Burgess
has been playing water polo
for four years now, spending
all four of these years playing
for the school. His first year
playing on the Varsity Boys
Water Polo team was his
junior year, when he split
time between playing with
the Junior Varsity (JV) Boys
Water Polo team. However,
as a senior, he now plays fulltime on the varsity team and
is the elected team captain.
Burgess remarked, “I’ve
always liked to swim, I’ve
always liked to be in the

water. . .As soon as I saw
that there was a different
sport that involved scoring
goals and passing, I just fell
in love with it.” So far as a
water polo player, Burgess
has had inspiration. The
seniors he played with during
his first year, his coach, and
the younger players this year
are some of the people that
have inspired him over the
years. He feels that when he
is playing in front of others,
his shooting ability and his
callouts are what stands out
the most. Before the season
began, Burgess said that this
year, he wants to see how far
the younger teammates have
come and he wants to see their
skills put to the test. Although
he plans to spend his first
year of pursuing a higher
education at a community
college, he said that at some
point, he would love to be
able to play water polo at
California State University,
Long
Beach
(CSULB).

Allison Parra ‘21

Varsity Girls Swim

After trying multiple
different sports out at a
young age, Senior Allison
Parra found her passion for
swimming in the third grade,
and has been excelling in it
ever since. Through years of
competing and training six
days a week, the sport has
taught her how to be a wellrounded athlete, student, and
hard worker. She mentioned
the different skills that have
built her into the person she
is today have come from her
years in swim, including “time
management, commitment,

and always maintaining a
positive mindset,” said Parra.
With all of the positives in
mind, she also takes into
consideration the difficulties
that come when competing in
an individual sport. “The most
difficult part of swimming is
the mental aspect,” explained
Parra. Many times, dealing
with one’s own self-doubt
can be as challenging as the
competition. She described,
“I know when that negative
voice gets in my head, and
as soon as I hear it, I say no
and continue.” Pushing past
these personal difficulties
has been helpful as captain
of the Varsity Girls Swim
team. She said, “As captain, I
assure the team has a positive
mindset and that everyone
stays on track.” Competing
for club teams and varsity
has only been a part of
her journey into becoming
an
outstanding
athlete,
and she hopes to continue
improving in the future.

Robert Tellez ‘21
Varsity Boys Lacrosse

Senior Robert Tellez has
been excelling at lacrosse for
multiple years now. Having
played the sport before
high school, Tellez, who is
a midfielder, was already
familiar with the game as a
freshman and he immediately
joined the school team. In his
sophomore year, he was able to
make it onto the Varsity Boys
Lacrosse team. Tellez started
playing lacrosse because of
the mix of different sports
within it, such as hockey and
soccer. He stated, “Lacrosse
is a very different sport from

other sports. I couldn’t really
find my niche in Football-and then I found lacrosse and
I found that it was a good
mix of everything I liked in
sports.” Despite everything
there was to like about the
sport itself, he also found
himself following his sister
as, after watching her play,
he started to get interested in
it. Tellez’s field vision is the
part of his game that he feels
stands out to others the most.
He is consistently able to get
the ball to the right place at the
right time. Tellez, is hopeful
for a season to happen in 2021
and expects the team to be
able to play faster if they get
the chance to play. Although
the season is on hold, Tellez
has not stopped practicing.
Even though he is limited
to what he can do because
of coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19), he is still finding
different ways to practice and
is mainly just trying to keep
his fundamentals in shape.
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Cross Country Finishes Season as First Sport Able to Compete
Emily Schwank ‘21
Copy Editor

competing simultaneously. This way, contact
between students from different schools is kept
to a minimum. Aside from the coaches and
staff, no one is allowed on the course in order
For nearly a year, all high school sports to minimize the spread of disease. Additionally,
competitions in the Temecula Valley Unified masks are required at all times except for when
School District (TVUSD) have been canceled. an athlete is racing. Despite the new and strange
Practices were halted in March of 2020 and even circumstances, on-campus athletes are thriving
though many have since been able to resume, in competition. In the first race against Vista
sports remained unable to compete. However, Murrieta, Sophomore Morgan Smith finished in
cross country became the first sport to participate fifth place with a time of seventeen minutes and
in league competitions and runners were able to eight seconds for a course of 2.6 miles. In the
race against other schools in the Southwestern same race, Senior Jacob Bustamante finished in
League, beginning on February 4, 2021. first place, running the same distance in thirteen
The Southwestern League consists of the minutes exactly. As a whole, the teams have also
three TVUSD high schools and the three high been doing very well, with three girls running
schools in the Murrieta school district. The six under twenty minutes in a three mile course
schools usually compete all together, with one and one boy running under fifteen minutes.
junior varsity (JV) race, one varsity race, and
After worries of cancellation due to rain
one novice race
and
thunder,
for the boys and
the
team’s
the girls teams
final
league
separately. This
meet occured
year, the races
on March 11.
have been split
Two
family
up to comply
members were
with
social
allowed
to
distancing
attend league
guidelines. Each
finals, as long
team is now
as they wore
only separated
masks
and
by boys and
maintained
girls and each
safe
social
school
only
distancing, and
races
against
the team was
one
other
able to have
school, instead
support from
Credit: Val Vargas
of the normal
their family as
six
schools Two varsity girls were able to place in the top twenty at league finals. they competed.

This race took place at Galway Downs, and
included muddy horse tracks and incredibly
cold weather. Despite this, the team pushed
through and raced their hardest. After the race,
JV Girls Cross Country runner and Senior
Genevieve Tichy commented, “I’m proud of
all of us. . .We did amazing.” The team was
able to finish off a season that they had spent
nearly a year training for, with great success.
Out of the boys varsity team, two boys placed
in the top twenty, making them All League
Champions and qualifying them for a patch on
their letterman jacket. Additionally, Bustamante
finished in second place, making him officially
second in the league. Two varsity girls
were able to place in the top twenty as well.
Even though the California Interscholastic
Federation (CIF) competitions for cross
country have been canceled, athletes had
the opportunity to show off all the hard work
they have put into the sport. Bustamante
commented, “All the time and dedication my
team and I have [put in] for cross country has
been a great motivator to finish my high school
career strong.” The team has been training
together nearly every day since late September
and they are finally able to put all of their hard
work to use. While the season is now over, the
team still has the track season to look forward
to. Many cross country runners are also distance
runners during track, racing in the mile, two
mile, and half mile. This allows them to stay
in shape and gives them more opportunities
to compete in the league. It is likely that there
will be CIF competitions for track, allowing
for post season competition for the runners.
While the cross country season is winding
down, other sports are beginning competition.
After spring break, the track team will begin

Credit: Val Vargas

Bustamante leads the cross country team to victory.

competitions. Lacrosse, basketball, football, and
many others have been able to begin practices
again in hopes of competitions later in the spring.
Water polo is also has begun competitions
as of mid March. As of now, the spring CIF
competitions are still going to be held, so athletes
have statewide competitions to look forward to.

Fa’asua: The MVP and Captain
Jackson Gamero ‘24
Staff Writer

she started playing basketball long before high
school, as she has been playing for twelve
years now. She developed her love for the
game at such a young age because of her dad.
She commented, “I loved basketball from a
It is believed by many that being able young age. . .that’s definitely something I’ve
to maintain stellar grades and excel at high played all my life. I’ve grown a love for it.”
school sports simultaneously is a very difficult Although the varsity basketball team is not
thing to do. However, Senior Grayse Fa’asua currently practicing, Fa’asua still practices
has been able to do just that. She not only has individually for about two hours in the evenings.
maintained a grade point average (GPA) of 4.0,
Obviously, many athletes will face
but she is also on both the Varsity Girls Golf hardships of some kind, and Fa’asua is no
team and the Varsity Girls Basketball team, different. The most notable hardship that she
earning many awards for both of those sports has faced is a recurring ankle injury. She said,
such as the Most Valuable Player (MVP) “I injured my ankle originally in seventh grade
Award in golf last season and multiple Player and I tore a few ligaments. . . my ankle has
of the Game awards in basketball. Additionally, never been the same and it’s definitely taken me
she is involved in multiple school clubs, [whole] seasons to recover.” She pointed out
including the Associated Student Body (ASB). that recovering from her ankle injury was tough
Fa’asua has played golf for four years because she had to get the fear of re-injuring it
now, securing a spot on the Varsity Girls Golf out of her head so she could give it her all at
team for the entirety of her high school career. her games. Apart from her ankle, managing and
In fact, her first time ever playing golf was in balancing her schedule has been a struggle for
her freshman year. She had decided to try out her. One thing she has done is making sure her
for the team just for fun, interested to see what priorities are straight by thinking of herself as
would happen, and ended up making the varsity a student athlete and not an athlete student. On
team that year. On how her love for golf grew, what else she does, she said, “What works for
she said, “I just kind of developed it very very me is to try to write things down, and prioritize
fast and I found that I
what I can get done
was kind of good at it
quickly, and what I
[golf] and I enjoyed
need to dedicate a lot
getting better at it.”
of time to.” She also
Fa’asua
has
now
tries to get things
become captain of the
done during class and
varsity team, which is
during the free time
the accomplishment
that she does have.
she is most proud
To stay active
of. As captain, her
throughout quarantine,
role is to welcome
Fa’asua has been
the new group of
working out. She will
players and share
pursue golf in college
her experiences with
as she finishes off high
her teammates. She
school and heads into
credited her teammates
the next chapter of
for encouraging her
her life. She has even
to do what she can to
received
multiple
effectively grow the
college offers for
golf program at school.
her golfing abilities.
However, she also
As for the upcoming
Credit: Grayse Fa’asua
plays on The Varsity
seasons, Fa’asua aims
Girls
Basketball Senior Grayse Fa’asua, a talented golf player on to give it her all and to
team. Unlike golf, campus, improves her skills through hours of practice. enjoy the experience.
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Football Strives to go Undefeated During Upcoming Season
Julian Stanfield ‘24
Staff Writer

With the return of sports,
the Varsity Boys Football team
is practicing once again and is
prepared to go undefeated this

and are doing the best they
can in these uncertain times.
Even though the physical
practices were still canceled
at the start of the school
year, the varsity team found
ways to stay active. The team
had Zoom meetings to do

When sports were cleared
to start playing again, many
were caught off guard by the
announcement since the team
expected not to play a single
game this year, much less
an entire season. However,
members of the varsity team

explained. Of course, due
to the precautions and rules
implemented, players have
to wear masks and social
distance from one another
throughout the practices and
on the sidelines during games.
These safety precautions
only have proven to be a
minor inconvenience for the
team, however, as they have
already begun preparing while
staying safe. Besides having
to follow these strict rules,
what many players found to
be unfortunate was the fact
that this year’s season will
only consist of five games,
which is half of what it would
usually be. Head Football
Coach Mr. Andrew Ramer
stated, “People are upset that
they can’t get ten games-but they’re [also] happy that

they’re getting five. It’s better
than nothing at this point. .
.A couple of months ago, it
looked like we weren’t going
to get any games.” Although
it is exciting that football gets
to play games, the team is still
disappointed that the pandemic
has cost them so much.
With practices being
held again, the team has been
working to improve their plays
with passing and defending
those passes. “We’re all just
focusing on getting. . .our
plays down [and] preparing
for Vista Murrieta for week
one,” stated Morales. Without
any major concerns, the team
can focus on going undefeated
this season and winning a
Southwestern league title,
which is their main goal. So
far, the team has been doing

well performance-wise with
some talented players on the
team, such as Seniors Matt
Majel, Jake Lindemans and
Tracy Dobbins, Junior Hunter
Roddy, Sophomore Robert
Besanson
and
Freshman
Stacy Dobbins, and others.
“We’re extremely fast and
athletic on the defensive side
of the ball so we definitely
have some good team speed
and we will definitely utilize
that and [give] those guys
the ball and space,” Coach
Ramer stated. Games will
be starting on March 19 with
an away game against Vista
Murrieta High School at 7PM.
After conquering coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19) and
the challenges it brought, the
Varsity Boys Football team
expects to have a great season.

Credit: Andrew Ramer

Seniors Avory Hart and Tristen Ramirez, and Junior Cody Stordahl prepare for practice to prep for season.

season. The recent pandemic
has brought many restrictions
and has pushed back the
seasons of all sports, bringing
new challenges along with it.
Nonetheless, the members
of the Varsity Boys Football
team have not stopped
preparing for this season

workouts together and some
players lifted weights and did
other exercises in their own
gym at home, which helped
them to stay in shape for the
football season. Those who did
not have the equipment to do
such workouts were assigned
body exercises by the coaches.

were not only delighted to hear
the news, but were ready to
start playing once again. “A lot
of teams didn’t practice during
the whole quarantine thing
because nobody thought we
were going to have a season,”
offensive
and
defensive
linemen Senior Chris Morales

Credit: Jared Furubotten

In preparation for future games, Sernior Tracy Dobbins practices his football skills alongside his teammates.

Girls Lacrosse is Ready to Play Youth Sports Builds Character
Dallin Grey ‘24
Staff Writer

fourteen rather than around
seventeen, but having the space
to practice and play is another
matter. Varsity Girls Lacrosse
Head Coach Mr. Noel Trout
explained, “We’ve got football
pushed back into our season.
Football should have been
done back in December at the
latest, and then we’ve also got
soccer, both boys and girls,
in our season now too.” With
many sports opening up and
all of them needing places to
practice, everyone is fighting

Varsity Girls Lacrosse will
be facing is the lack of Junior
Varsity (JV) athletes. Last
year, there were about thirty
As coronavirus disease
girls on JV and twenty-one
2019 (COVID-19) cases drop
on varsity, whereas this year,
and the county’s restrictions
as a result of not being able
lessen, sports players have
to get much word out, there
begun to have a glimmer of
are about twenty on varsity
hope that they will be able
but only fourteen on JV. “We
to compete this year. In fact,
are missing freshmen, so that
games have been scheduled
will impact us more next year
and seasons are expected
because we have fewer girls
to begin after spring break.
with any kind of experience to
Among these sports starting
draw from,” explained Coach
up soon is Varsity
Trout. This lack
Girls
Lacrosse,
of JV athletes
whose season was
could also prove
cut short a year ago
to be an issue in
by the pandemic.
the availability
This season looks
of
varsity
as though it will
players, as some
be very promising,
varsity players
with returning stars
may be needed
and players who
to sub in during
have
improved
a JV game,
dramatically
which
limits
since last season.
their
ability
This season
to play for the
is going to look
varsity
team.
much
different
Even with
than those in the
Credit: Imelda Johnson these obstacles,
past, as expected. Senior Angelica Dela Cruz runs past her opponent at a scrimmage. Varsity
Girls
The students are
Lacrosse plans
required to follow many for field space. While there to have as much success this
COVID-19 restrictions in have been schedules created to year as they anticipated last
order to ensure everyone is help minimize disagreements, year. Coach Trout can clearly
safe and remains healthy. For issues can still arise depending see his varsity team winning
example, students are required on the day and the weather league this year and going
to wear masks for part of as rain pushes grass field deep into the CIF tournament.
practice and must participate practices onto the turf. Sports The girls plan to put in the
in temperature checks as well are practicing whenever they work to claim what they
as health questionnaires. The can to prepare for their seasons believe was theirs last year; a
number of games in the season starting up after spring break. league championship title and
only dropped slightly, with
Another problem that success in the CIF tournament.

Julian Stanfield ‘24
Staff Writer
It can be safe to say that sports have made
an impact in the lives of many, especially
when it comes to the players and athletes who
participate in them. What some may not be
aware of is the effect sports have on a player’s
nature, personality, and overall character.
Sports can, both directly and indirectly, build
and alter someone’s character, whether it is
a player or a spectator that is participating.
Obviously, sports can improve the strength
of a player’s physical and mental capabilities
since physical endurance and a strong mentality
are required to succeed in a sport. However,
that strong mentality needed to play does not
only contribute to just sports alone but life
in general. This mindset can be utilized for
jobs, school, and other activities in one’s day
to day life. By learning not to give up and to
try to do their best on everything, players and
athletes can become good students and hardworking employees. “Mentally, [sports] kind
of coached me through life [and taught me] to
perform really well on anything I do,” stated
football player and wrestler Senior Karson
Martin. Through sports, players have learned
different techniques and ways to handle a
situation, which is another benefit of sports.
It makes them, as Martin puts it, smarter and
“common-sense wise.” The grade point average
(GPA) requirements to play on a school team
also make it so that players must do well in
school. In California, it is legally required that
students have at least a 2.0 GPA to join a high
school team, but each coach can have their own
GPA requirements as well. This pushes players
to focus on their grades and makes them want
to do better at school and become smarter. It
can teach them also that slacking off on work
can lead to consequences in their life and that
academics open more doors in their futures.
Good education, in general, is very important

for the success of students because it allows
them to get accepted into college, thus, the
GPA requirements that are needed to play gives
players a higher chance to have a better future.
Sports have also educated many on how to
be more respectful to others. Martin stated that
“[I’ve learned to respect others] because I’ve
learned so well to respect the coaches and that
in turn helped me to respect teachers, parents
. . .[and] anyone around me really.” Despite
all of this, one of sports’ biggest impacts
actually comes from its ability to make players
interact with one another. Sports are usually a
social activity and even if it is an individual
sport, there are still coaches and opponent
players that are necessary to interact with.
The players themselves do not need to be on
the same team to form a bond which makes it
easier for them to meet new people and create
relationships. This provides people another
way to communicate with others and build their
social skills as well. By introducing players and
athletes to other people, sports can make people
more confident, sociable, and outgoing. The
greater impact of sports, however, comes from
the people the players meet. Normal friendships
alone can influence people and their character
very easily, and the ones created through
sports are no different. A person’s nature and
character that result from these friendships can
vary because it depends on the other person
and their actions. Furthermore, people have
the chance to form bonds in sports because
everyone on a team is connected by one thing:
their love for the sport. This can help people
to form friendships that can last a lifetime.
Nonetheless, it appears that sports mostly
affect a player’s character in a positive way
with almost no drawbacks. It makes players
work hard, teaches the values of respect,
pushes them to always do their best, and makes
them more confident and outgoing. With these
beneficial traits, people who play youth sports
are most likely destined to develop a favorable
character that will guide them through life.

